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ABSTRACT

china's grain producËion, consumptÍon and trade are key factors in
the world grain narket. Past experience indicates that China,s grain
production is strongly influenced by government policy. For exampre,

the policy failure during the Great Leap Forward red to grain

shortfalls in the early 1960's. SubsequenLly, the successful economic

reforms in the late 1970's contributed tov¡ards a rapid growth in grain

production.

Regional diversification plays an important role in d.etermining

the components of china's grain producËion which, in Ëurn, wirl
influence china's grain trade flovs. Thus, an analysis of regional

grain production provides an alternative approach to und.erstanding the

components of china's grain production and trade in the future.

The basic objectives of this study were:

1. To measure the irnpact of government policy on chinars grain
production and consumpÈion explicitry by using policy instruments as

major variables in econornetric models;

2. To project china's grain production, consumption and trad.e

ínto the year 2000.

The major findings of this study are:

1-. China's grain yields are quite sensitive to price incentíves;

2. Budgetary pressures will limit further increases in grain

prices and as a result the gro$¡th of china,s grain yierds wílr slow

down;

3. As the totar population continues to increase, china's grain

sown areas will decline further;
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4. The grovrth rate of China's grain productíon will decline in
the coming years;

5. As personal income continues to increase, the Chinese will
gradually shift their food consumpÈion towards more meat and other

indirect grain consumption;

6. Wheat and rice production is likely to increase at much faster

rates than other grain crops; and

7 - Chína will continue to iurport a linited amounË of grain but

imports wí1l shfft from wheat to feed grains.
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CHINA'S GRAÏN PRODUCTION AND TRADE

l. Introduction

1.1. The Objectives of This Srudy

The policies of the Chinese government have a very strong influ-

ence on china's grain production, consurnption and trade.l This study

will explicitly assess these interrelationships in order to understand

the historical patterns of grain product.ion, consumption and Èrade, and

to project them into the future.

As China is such a large country, the regional differences in

climate and level of development are quite significant and so is the

growth rate in grain production. Recognizing the importance of a

disaggregate analysis, this study will specify and estimate regional

rnodels of China's grain economy whenever data are available.

The various components of grain consumption will be analyzed

separately, as direct and indirect demands have very different

responses to an income change. Changes in consumption components

influence the demand for varíous kinds of grains--for example, rice and

wheat versus coarse grains, which in turn have implicaÈions for

production and trade.

Since the basic objective of this study v¡ill be t,o project China's

grain production, eonsumption and trade into the future, policy changes

are a major variable and they will play a kuy role in the

analysis.

lchi.r" refers to the People's Republic of
study. Grain production, consumption and trade
not analyzed in this study.

China throughout this
in Taiwan Province are



l-.2. China's Historical Role as
a Major Grain Trader

Even though she is nor+ consídered a niajor grain importer, in the

1950's china r¡as actually a major grain exporter. During the 1950-60

time period, China exported a total of 25 million metric tons (nunt) of

processed grain.2 tt a milling rate of 82 percent is applied to this

figure to convert it to unprocessed grain, the estimate for exported

grain would be 30.5 runt in unprocessed form, v¡hich is 2.77 rnrnt

annually.3 Over the same time period, the imports of grain urere

negligible--only 0.9 rn¡nt in total.

China's grain exports during the 1950's can be attributed to

several factors. First, grain production increased quite rapidly

during the recovery from the Japanese occupation (L937 -45) and

subsequenË Civil I^Iar (1946-49) and the associated production incentives

which were stimulated by the land reform of l-950-52.

The foundation of the People's Republic of China in L949 ended

r{ars that v¡ere decades long. Grain production increased very quickty

2Chi.r."u State Statistics Bureau, China's Statistical Yearbook.
]-984, Statistical Publishing House, Beijing, 1985.

3T*o t¡rpes of figures are reported in China's official grain
statistics, processed and unprocessed. To be consistent, only
unprocessed figures are Co be used in this study. The 82 percent
milling rate is calculated from the two data series on grain procure-
ment, processed and unprocessed, for Ëhe time period 1952-83 in China's
Statistical Yearbook. 1984. The export figures rnight be
underestimated, howewer, as ChÍna's major export grain is rice, for
r,¡hich the milling raËe is 70 xo 73 percent.



ín the initial recovery period of L949-52, from LLL.Z mmt to 160.6

mmt.4 This represented a 44.4 percent increase in just three years and

it exceeded the previous historical producLion record of l-48.7 mrnt in

L936 (just before the Sino-Japanese war).5

Before the land reform, less than 10 percenc of the rural popula-

tion owned more Èhan 70 percent of the total arable land and the rent

they typieally charged was about 50 percenr of rocal outpur. By L952,

the land reform had been basically completed and approximately 300

rnillion farmers (more than 60 percent of the rural population) received

46.7 mí-Ll-ion hectares of land (about one-half of the total arable land)

without any payment. As a result, about 35 mmt of grain of annual rent

(20 to 25 percent of total national grain production) was simply

abolished.6 Ïlith this change in ownership came great incentives to

improve farning practices and management, to reclaim land and to

increase rnultiple cropping. As a result, grain productíon reached a

new peak of 193.5 runt in 1958 without any increases of modern inputs.

This meant a 20.5 percent increase in only six years, or 3.2 percent

annually from 1952 to 1958.

4chin.". State StaËistics Bureau, China's Statistical Yearbook.
1984. Note that the production of potatoes Ís converted to grain at
the rate of four to one prior to L964 and five to one after 1964 in
official data, but a five to one rate is used throughout this study for
consistency. The figures prior Lo L964, therefore, required
adjusLment.

sDepartment of Agricultural Statistics, Chinese State
Bureau, The Great Achievement in China's Asriculture,
Publishing House, Beijing, 1985.

Statistics
Statistical

6 ru i¿.



Together, over these two periods, the increase in grain production

was 74 percent in total, or 6.3 percent yearly from 1949 to 1958. The

avetage grain production per capita increased by 42.9 percent in total,

or 4 percent yearly, over the same time period. (From 205 kg ín L949

xo 293 kg in 1958. )

secondly, the increased exports in the 1950,s came about due to

the large chlnese demand for foreign exchange, which was required in

order to finance industrialization. In the 1950's, industrialization

was a top priority in the country. More than 90 percenu of the imports

(in walue Lerms) were inputs for use in produetion (rnostly for

indusËrial use) but about 75 percent of the exports were farm prod.ucts

or manufactured from farm products. T Thus, grain exports were kept at

a high level as long as possible.

From l-958 to 1960, grain produetion suddenly dropped by 50 mmr (or

28 percent) from 193.5 mmË to L39 .4 nmu (see Table l) . This $ras

atLributed to policy errors by the Party and the Government in guiding

economic development. Poor weather was also a factor. This production

shortfall exhausted the grain reserves, reduced grain production per

capita from abouL 293 kg to 210 kg, and forced china to import a large

quantity of grain beginning in 1961.

In L965, China's grain production reached L94.5 mmt, slightly

higher than the 193.5 mmt attained in 1958, which v¡as the highest level

before the critical shortfall period. But, as population Íncreased in

the seven intervening years, the productíon per capita was only 268 kg

TChirr.rr SËate Statistics Bureau, China's Statistical yearbook.
1984.



Table 1
China's Grain ProductÍon and

L949 -84
Population

Year
Grain

Productfon Population
Average

ProducÈion

L949
1950
19s1
L9s2
19s3
L954
195s
L956
L9s7
1958
1959
1960
1961
L962
1963
L964
196s
L966
L967
1968
L969
L970
L97L
L972
L973
L974
l-97 5
L97 6
I977
L97 B

L979
19 80
198 I
L982
1983
19844

- - -nxot- - - -

LTL.2
L29.6
L40.9
L60.6
l-63. s
166. 1
180. 2
L88.4
1,90.7
193.5
L6s.2
L39.4
L43.2
15s.3
L65.7
187.5
L94.s
2L4.O
2L7.8
209.L
211.0
240.O
250. I
240.5
264.9
27s.3
284.5
286.3
282.7
304. I
332.L
320 .6
325.0
354. s
387.3
407 .3

-million- -

54L.7
552.0
563.0
574.8
588.0
602.7
6L4.7
628.3
646.5
6s9.9
672.L
662.L
6s8. 6
673.0
69L.7
70s.0
72s.4
745.4
763.7
78s. 3
806.7
829.9
8s2.3
871. I
892.L
908.6
924.2
937.2
949 .7
962 .6
975.4
987.L

1,000. 7
1,015 .4
1,025.0
1,034. 8

-kg/capita-

205. 3

234.8
2s0.3
279.4
278.L
27s.6
293.2
299.9
295.0
293.2
24s.8
2LO.5
2L7 .4
230.8
239.6
266.0
268.I
287 .T
285 -2
266.3
26L.6
289.2
293.4
27s.9
296.9
303.0
307.8
30s.5
297 .7
316.6
340. 5
324.8
324.8
349.L
377 .9
393 .6

aFigures for 1984 are from the Chinese State Statistics Bureau,
China's Statistical Abstract. 1985.

Source: Chinese State Statistics Bureau, China,s StatistÍcs yearbook,
1984. The figures on grain production prÍor ro 1964 have been
adjusted by applying a five
conversíon rate.

Lo one potatoes to grain



in 1965, 8.5 percent lower uhan the 1958 level of 293 kg. rt v¡as not

until L97L, 13 years later, that china restored grain production peï

capita to lts 1958 leveL of 293 kg. rt slowly increased ro 316.6 kg in

Lg78.8

For the L965-78 period, the direct food consumption was quite

stable. rt fluctuated slightly, from L73 kg to 195 kg per capira.9

This stability was a reflection of both restricted food rationing in

the urban areas and procurement of quotas in the rural areas. on the

oËher hand, the net íncome per capita increased frorn 227 yuan in 1964

to 3L6 yuan in 1978 for urban people and from 107.2 yuan in 1965 ro

133.6 yuan in 1978 for rural people. over the same time period, the

price index of consumer goods increased by only 2.8 percent for urban

people and that of manufactured goods sold to rural areas actually

declined by 7.3 percent.lo The increase in real income stimulated the

demand for other goods including those using grain as a major input.

This increased demand was meË by increased production. For example,

meat production Íncreased 3.05 mmt fron 1965 to l-978, and this required

about 10 to 15 mmt of additíona1 feed grain yearly. Liquor retailing

increased L.52 nmt (L62.5 percenr) from 0.94 in 1965 ro 2.46 in

1978.11 This required about L.4 mmt of grain as additionar inpur

(according to the input/output ratio as of I9B0) yearly. Also, more

BSee Table 1, China's Grain Production and Population.

9chirrur. State Statistics Bureau, China's Statistical Yeabook
I98t+, p. 447 .

lorui¿.
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grain lras required by industries such as textiles and pharmaceuticals.

During this tiroe period, the value of china's exports steadily

increased from 2.23 billion u.s. dollars in 1965 ro 9.75 billion in

L978 and the share of farm products and goods manufactured with farm

products in the export figure declined from about 75 percent in the

1950's xo 62 percent in the late 1970's. on the other hand, the share

of imported consumer goods increased from less than 10 percent in the

1950's to about 20 percent in the 1970's.72 These data indicated that

the achievements in China's industrialization drive made China less

dependenE on the agricultural sector to finanee further development,

which resulced in less pressure on the grain sector.

Thus, China's net grain imports during the 1961-78 period can be

easily explained. It is shown in Table 2 that from 1961 to L965 rhe

net imports qTere quite stable, ranging frorn 3.46 to 4.35 mmt yearly

(3.95 on average). This indicates there v¡as an urgent need. for grain

as a basic food. (Although these imports accounted for only 3 percent

of total grain consumption in the country, they represented about 10-15

percent of state retail grain sales. ) Beginning in L966, china

recovered from the food crisis, but the country sÈil1 required grain

imports in order to meet increasing dernand and to reestablish reserve

sÈocks. china maintained grain imports but more of a fluctuating

pattern developed; net imports ranged from 0 to 6.5 mmt between 1965

and. 1978 (2.3 rnmt on average).13

l2Chinuru State Statistics Bureau, China's Statistical Yearbook.
t984.

13S". Table 2, China's Grain Trade.



Table 2

China's Grain Trade

Year Exports Imports Net Imports

1950
19s1
L952
19s3
L954
1955
1956
L957
19s8
19s9
1960
1961
L962
1963
L964
1965
L966
L967
1968
L969
r970
L97L
L972
L973
L974
L97s
L97 6
L977
1978
L979
1980
19 8t
L982
1983
l-984

L.49
2.40
1.86
2.23
2.09
2.72
3.23
2.55
3.s2
5.07
3.32
1. 65
L.26
L.82
2.22
2.9s
3.s2
3.6s
3.L7
2 _73
2.58
3.1-9
3.s7
4.7s
4.44
3.42
2.L5
2.02
2.29
2.OL
L.97
L.54
1. 53
2.39

0.07

0.01
0.03
0.18
0. ls
0. 17
0.22

0.07
5.81
4.92
s. 95
6.s7
6.4L
6.44
4.70
4.60
3.79
5. 36
3.L7
4.7 6
8.13
8.L2
3.74
2.37
7 .34
B. B3

L2.36
13 .43
14. 81
L6.L2
T3.4t+
10.45

-L.42
-2.40
-l_.86
-2.22
-2.06
-2.s4
-3.08
-2.38
-3.30
-s.07
-3.2s
4.L6
3 .66
4.L3
4.35
3.46
2.92
1.05
r.43
1.06
2.78

-0.02
1. 19
3.38
3.68
0.32
0.22
s.32
6.54

10.35
11.46
L3.27
14. s9
11.0s

Source: Chinese State Scacistics Bureau, China's Statistics Yearbook.
L984. The exporL figures have been adjusted to reflect
unprocessed grain by applying a milling rate of BZ percent.



Ic is very interesting to observe from Table 2 xhat China,s grain

imports then jumped to a record level of L2.36 mmt Ln1-979 and attained

an even higher 1evel in succeeding years. These imports reached record

levels even though during the same period China came close to setting

ner¡/ records in grain production every year in Lerms of both total

output and output per capita.14 (This will be analyzed in-depth later

in this study.) rn the period from 1979 ro 1983, china's grain imporrs

fructuated from L2.36 to l-6.12 mmt and l¡ere 14.03 on average. The net

grain import figure flucËuated from 10.35 to 14.59 m¡nt and v¡as L2.L4 on

average. In 1984, China imported 10.45 ¡nmt of grain.

Table 3 gives the relative imporcance of china's grain imports in

the world market. For the world as a whole, wheat accounts for about

one-half of total grain imports; but for china, wheat accounts for

about 85 percent of her grain imports. Therefore, china's share in the

world wheat market is relatively more important than in the total grain

market. It has averaged about 8.9 percent in the wheat market since

L96L. The trends of china's shares in both wheat and total grain

markets are similar to those of volumes, but more moderate. They

declíned in the late I960's and L970's until L978, then sharply in-

creased to the levels attained in the early l-960's. The share of wheat

in China's total grain imports declined slightly after L978, from 87 to

83 percent, which may reflect the relatively greater indirect demand

for grain which rapidly followed the increased net income per capita

after I978.

14S". Table 1, China's Grain Production and Population.

9



Table 3

World Grain Imports
1961-83

Yeara

LIorld
ToËaI
Grainb Wheat

China
Total
Grain Ilheat

China's Share
TotaI
Grain \lIheat

----percent----

t96L
L962
19 63
L964
L96s
L966
L967
1968
L969
L970
L97L
L972
L973
L97 4
L97s
L97 6

]-977
L97 8
L979
1980
19 81
L982
1983

82.B
78 .8
9s.4
90. I

109. s
105.3
100.0

92.O
100. 9

110. 3

116.6
L40.4
L49.8
143.3
L47 .4
146.6
L62.2
168.1
L94.5
20s .0
222.0
l_9s . 3
r97.8

46
43
56
50. 1
61.0
55.6
52.L
46 .6
52.L
54.8
55.7
7L.9
68.5
66.3
67 .s
60.5
7L.B
72.9
84.0
92.3

101.0
97 .5
96 .0

5.81
4.92
5.95
6.57
6.4L
6.44
4.70
4 .60
3.79
5.36
3.L7
4.7 6
8.13
8.12
3.74
2.37
7.34
8.83

L2.36
L2.43
L4.87
T6.L2
]-3.44

3.88
3.s4
5.59
5.37
6.07
6.2L
4.39
4.45
3.74
5.30
3.02
4.33
6.30
5.38
3.49
2.02
6. B8
7 .67
B.7T

]-0.97
L3.07
13.s3
11.02

7.O
6.2
6.2
7.2
5.9
6.1
4.7
s.0
3.8
4.9
2.7
3.4
5.4
5.7
2.5
1.6
4.5
5.3
6.4
6.I
6.7
8.3
6.8

8.4
8.2

10.0
L0.7
10.0
LL.2
8.4
9.5
7.2
9.7
5.4
6.0
9.2
8.1
5.2
3.3
9.6

10. s
10.4
11. 9

L2.9
13.9
11. 3

onrvard

Source:

aFiscal year for the world and calendar year for China.

blncluding wheat, coarse and rice. Figures for rice from 1979
are exports.

FAO, Commodit)' Review and Outlook, various issues for the
r{orld; and Chinese State Statistics Bureau, ChÍna,s Statis-
tics Yearbook. 1984 for China.

LO



These data clearly show that China has become one of the world.'s

largest grain imporEers since L96L, and her wheat imports increased

sharply in the early 1980's. One might ask v¡hether China rvill continue

to import large quantities of graín in the future and whether the cur-

rent components of imports v¡ill change afLer the recent significant

increases in China's grain production and the accompanying shift in

consumption patterns. To ansvrer this question, it is necessary to

anaLyze China's grain production and consumption in the past and to pay

special attention to the impact of economic reforms carried out

recently.

1.3. China's Grain Production and Trade
Subseguent to 1978

Since L978, China's grain production has increased at a much

faster rate than before, although tshe area devoted to grain has

declined. In 1978, the total output of grain production lras 304.8 mmt

and in L9B4 it reached a neÌ¡¡ record of 407.3 mrot which means a 33.6

percent increase Ín only six years, or a 4.95 percent increase per

year.

This growth rate is significantly higher than the long-run growrh

rate of 2.5 percent betr^reen 1952 and 1978. If the critical shortfall

period of the late l-950's and early 1960's is excluded, the growth

rates for the L952-57 and 1965-78 time periods are both abour 3.5

percent. Therefore, the L97B-84 increase is still significantly

higher.

The production gains v/ere unexpected by many observers of Chinese

agriculture. For example, the USDA predicted that there vould be no
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large increase in china's grain producLion in 1982.15 However, the

increase turned out co be 25.9 mmc, ot 9.1 percent higher than the year

previous. Again, it ¡,¡as predicted by usDA that the total grain ourput

v¡ould decline in 1983, but the increase rsas even higher--32.g mmt or

9.3 percent. The USDA forecast of grain product.ion in 1984 r,ras for a

0.7 percent increase, but Ëhe actual increase was zo mmt or s.2

percent. 16

The lower predictions by USDA and otherslT are based on the fact

thaL China's grain sordn area has declined under the new policy and the

growth rates of urajor modern inputs have slowed down at the same time.

They did anticipate increases in grain yields but they did nor expect

the increases in yields Ëo be so large. The decline in grain so\¡rrr area

was offset by these higher yields. rL seems the usDA did not expecr

the new policies would have such a great influence on grain yields.

China's arable land is very limited and the cultivated. area has

been declining for a long time. under the post Lglg policy, the

increase in local autonomy has led to increases in the solrr¡. area to

.""h 
"rop",l8 and to decreases in multiple cropping in some imporEant

grain productior, 
"t."".19 The combinat.ion of these and other factors

resulted in a 6.4 percent decline in sown area to grains between 1978

1trUusDA, china: Revie* of Aericnlture in 19Bl and o.ttrook in 19g2.

16USDA, China: Outlook and Situation Report.

17For example, the chinese government did not expect the l9g5
grain output target would be reached one year ahead of tirne.

18S"u Table 4, China,s Sown Area.

19For Example, in Southern Jiangsu province.
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Table 4

Crop Sown Area in China
]-952-84

Total Area
Year million hectares

Grain Crops
million ha percentage

Cash Crops
rnillion ha percentage

L952
19 s3
L954
1-9ss
1956
]-957
19s B

1959
1960
196 I
L962
]-963
L964
L96s
L966
l-967
1968
L969
]-970
L97L
L972
L973
L97 4
]-97s
L97 6
]-977
L97 B

1979
1980
19 81
L982
19B3
L984

L4L.26
L44.04
L47 .93
15l.0B
Lsg.L7
L57 .24
lsl. 99
L42.40
150. 58
L43.2L
L40.23
L40.22
143.53
t43.29
146.83
L44.94
139.83
L40.94
L43.49
L45.68
L47 .92
148.5s
L48 .64
L49.s5
L49.72
L49.33
150 .08
L48.48
146.38
r4s.L6
L44 .7 5
L43.99
L44.22

r23.98
L26.64
L28.99
L29.84
136 .34
133 . 63
L27.6L
tL6.O2
L22.43
LzL.44
L2L.62
L20 .7 4
L22.LO
119. 63
L20.99
LL9.23
116 . 16
LL7.60
LLg'.27
120. 8s
LzL.2L
LzL.16
L20.98
LzL.06
L20.74
L20.40
L20.s9
Lrg.26
LL7 .23
LL4.96
Tr3.46
114.05
112.88

87.8
87 .9
87 .2
8s.9
8s.7
85 .0
84.0
81. s
81. 3

84. 8

86.7
86.1
8s.1
83.5
82.4
82.3
83.1
83 .4
83.1
83 .0
81. 9

81. 6

81. /+

80. 9
80. 6

80. 6

80. 3

80. 3

80. I
79 .2
78.4
79 .2
78.3

12.49
11.66
L2.42
13.99
L4.70
L4.46
L3.77
13.55
L2.9L
9.32
8.76

10. 19
11. 99
L2.2L
L2.24
L2.20
11. 35
11.43
LL.7L
11.93
L2.53
12. 80
L2.89
13 .40
L3.72
13.53
L4.44
L4.77
L5.92
L7.56
]-8.79
L7.76
L9.29

I.B
8.1
8.4
9.3
9.2
9.2
9.1
9.5
8.6
6.5
6.3
7.3
8.4
8.5
8.3
8.4
8.1
8.1
8.2
8.2
8.5
8.6
8.7
9.0
9.2
9.L
9.6

10.0
10. 9
12.L
13 .0
12.3
L3.4

Source: Chinese State Statistics Bureau, China's Statistics Yearbook.
and China's Statistics Abstract. 1985.1984,
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and L984. rn the earlier period from 1965 to !978, the so\^rn area to

grain did not change significantly from year to year. However, it

declined by about I percent per year every year thereafter.

Besides the area so\,JTr to grain, the growth rates of almost alr

modern agricultural inputs slor^¡ed in L97 8-84 , cornpared with those in

the earlier Lg65-78 perÍod.20 The decline in rhe growth rate of

chemical ferxLLi-zer utilization was the most moderate, from L2.5 to

12.0 percent. However, for tractors and irrigation and drainage equip-

menL, deterioration of growth rates was quite significant, from 56.7 to

15.7 percent and frorn 16.4 to 3.0 percent, respectively.

Contrary to the decline in both sowrì. area and input growth raLes,

wheat and rice production increased significantly. Some nerv techniques

contributed to the increase. An important innovation, hybrid rice,

contributed substantially to the increased rice yield. The area sown

to hybrid rice varieËies increased from 4.yzL to G.1522 mi[ion

hectares betrnreen L978 and 1983 and Íts yield was 16.9 percent higher

Ehan the average of totar rice in L982. But as hybrid rice only

accounted for about 20 percent of the total rice sown area, it cannot

fully explain the increase in ríce production. However, the production

and yield of r¿heat rose much faster than in the case of rice, 8.5 and

8.3 percent versus 4.5 and 5.1 percent yearly, respecLively. According

to Wiens, the growth in grain production in the North China Plain in

20S". Table 5, Maj or Agricultural Inputs.

2lW.n. Coffman and. S.S. Virmani, Ad.vanced Rice Technolog]¡ in the
People's RepublÍc of China. 1983, edited by R. Barker and B. Rose.

22Agricultural Yearbook Editing CommitÈee, China's Agricultural
Yearbook.1984.
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Table 5

Major Agricultural Inputs in China
L965-84

Items

Year Growth Rate

L965 I97I L984 L965 -7 B I9l8 -8¿+

Large and medium tractors,
l-,000 units

Small and hand Lractors,
L,000 units

Electricity,
billion kwh

----percerrt-----

72.6 557.4 8s3.9 L7.O 7.4

4.0 L,373 .0 3 , 298 .0 56 .7 L5 .7

3.7 2s.3 46.4 I5.9 10.6

Irrigation and drainage
equipment, urillion hp 9 . I 65 .6 78 .5 L6 .4 3 . 0

Chemical f.ertlLízer,
million metric tons 1.9 8.8 L7.4 L2.5 l2.O

Source: Chinese Stace Statistics Bureau, China's Statistics Atrstract.
1985.
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the late 1960's and L97O's \¡ras largely due to increased tube well

irrigation.23 This is a major wheat production area, but it has been

reported by Chinese officials thau the ground r,¡ater lewel significantly

declined in the late I97O' s and a serious shortage in the supply has

occurred. Even so, the growth rate of wheat produetion was still

higher in 1978-84 than in L965-78, 8.5 versus 3.5 percenr,

respectively. Annual yields grew by 8.3 percent in L978-84 versus 4.7

percent in L965-78. Thus, the accelerated growth in grain production

has been solely due to the increased yields. The developrnent of nev¡

techniques can only parËly explain these yield increases. As we will

see later, the policy changes, such as price incentives, the production

responsibility system and the free market were largely responsible for

these yield improvements after L978.

The large quantity of grain imports after L97B can also be

explained by the new policies. After the purge of the 'tGang of Four"

in L976, the party reevaluated its economic policies. In the past, the

economic goals had been aimed at production itself, the gross value of

production, not consumer goods nor net products. Grain production had

been given first priority in agriculture. Self sufficiency had been

required everywhere regardless of economic efficiency and this r¡ras

enforced by the assigning of sowrl area to grain crops by the govern-

ment. These rigid policies resulted in a very small increase in net

incomes and an inadequate supply of consumer goods, especially in the

rural areas. It was subsequently found that the lor¿ incomes further

23T. wi"r,, ,

Economy, edited
Boulder Colorado

"Technological Change, "
by R. Barker, R. Sinha
and Croom Helm, London,

in The Chinese Asricultural
and B.
England,

Rose, Westview Press,
L982.
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restricted the growEh of production itself. Frorn 1965 xo L976, the net

income per capita in rural areas rose onry 5.5 percent in totar (in 11

years!), frorn 107.2 1ruan to 113.05 yuan.24 rn the urban area, the wage

rate had declined by 7.2 percent over the same time period (7.7 percent

in real terms). OnIy because the ratio of the labour force to toÈal

population increased (from 39.4 xo 53.2 percent) did the net income per

eapita increase. rn nominal terms it increased by 25.4 percenc, or 2.L

percent yearly and in real terms, 24.6 percent and 2.0 percent,

respectiv 
"Ly 

.25

These t)¡pes of policies \¡rere self defeating and major changes have

occurred since the end of L978. The main purpose of the nevr economic

reform is more balanced growth between eapital and consumer goods.

Economic efficiency has been given top priority. This new shift in

policy has promised rapid increases in net income, especially in the

rural area.

consequently, the pressure on grain serf sufficiency has been

eased to some extent and farmers are allowed to reallocate their

resources, ineluding land, to more profitable crops. That r,ras the

major reason !¡hy the sowrr area to cash crops increased so rapidly.

However, the government still has the obligation to supply those rural

people, who are involved mainly in cash crop production, wich grain for

their food consumption. Also, since some additional farmers are novr

invorved ín meat, milk, pourtry and egg production (the so-called

24Depart*ent of AgrÍcultural Statistícs, Chinese State Statístics
Bureau, The Great Chanees in China's Rural Life. Statistical Publishing
House, Beij ing, 1985 .

25c"Icul"ted from China's SlaEistical- Yearbook. 1984.
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"specialized households"), the government has to supply them v¡ith feed

grain. Therefore, grain resales by the government to rural areas

increased from 19 to 34.6 mnc berween l97B and.1983. (Feed sales may

not be included in these figures.)26

Besides che food grain resales to rural areas for more efficient

resource allocation, the goverrunent had to meet the increasing indirect

demand resulting from the increasíng income. Frorn l-978 to 1993, net

income per capita increased from 316 yuan to 526 yuan in the urban

area,66.5 percent nomínally or 43 percent in real terms; and from 134

yuan to 3L0 yuan in the rural area,131.3 percent nominally or near

double in real terms.27 Consequently, meat production increased frorn

8.56 to 15.41 mmt between 1978 and 1984 and liquor production increased

from 2.46 Èo 6.79 mmt during Ëhis period.28 These two items alone

require about 30 rnrnt of grain as additional inputs each year. (Direct

consumption of grain also increased during this period. )

Some other factors may have also contributed to the large quantity

of grain imports. These include: (a) Eransportation bottlenecks and

other difficulties in grain shipmenrs interprovincially;29 (b) rhe

26Accordíng to the Chinese
usually only refers to food grain

27chir,.ru State Statistics
1984.

definiüion, a grain sale or resale
sales or resales.

Bureau, China's Statistical Yearbook.

2Schirru"u SLate Statistics Bureau, China's Statistical Abstract.
1985, Statistical Publishing House, Beijing, L9B6

29Frederic M. Surls, "Grain Marketing and Imports,,, in China.
Outlook and Situation Report. 1984, USDA.
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establishment of food security objectives Lo ensure a stable society;30

and (c) the long-term grain trade agreements, especially in the most

recent years.

All of these facrors, especialry the policy changes v¡hich shift

the efficiency and structure of agricultural production and. the level

and structure of consumption, may have various influences on Chinese

grain imports. More thorough study is needed to understand the

paLterns of grain production, consumption and trade in china,

especially under current policies.

30K.t.r, Minden, "Politics and Business: The Canada-China ilheat
Trade,1960-1984" in canadian Agriculture in the Global context:
opportunities and obligations, edired by r. Kneil and J. English,
University of l,Iaterloo Press, I,Iaterloo, Ontario, 1985.
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2. Literature Review

2.L. Growth in China's Grain Production
and its Sources

There are many studies available on China's agriculture. However,

only some of the most recent ones will be reviewed here. rn chis

secÈion, studíes concerning the growth in china,s grain production and

its sources will be discussed. The literature on rnodelling and

projeetions of China's grain production and consumptíon will be covered

in the following sections.

ïn anaryzing china's grain producËion, Barker, sisrer and Rose

noticed thaE the measure of long-term growth rate depends on the base

year ehos.r,.31 They gave the following examples:

L949 -51/L95s-57

L9s5-s7 /L977 -79

L9s2-s3/L977 -79

L949 -sL/L978 - 80

6.7 percent

2.4 pereenx

2.8 percent

3.3 percent

They pointed out, as the period of 1949 to Lg57 r\ras a recovery

period during which the growth rate of grain production was markedly

high, the long-term growth rate would be overestimated if Lg4g was

chosen as base year. For this reason they regarded the periods 1955-

57 to L977-79 as being most appropriate for measuríng long-term growth.

The growth rate of 2.4 percent, as they suggested, is not impressive in

grain production. rt is only slightly above the rate of popuration

3lnandolph Barker, Daniel G. Sís1er and Beth Rose, ,,prospects for
Growth in Grain Production" in The Chinese Agricultural Econom]¡, edited
by R. Barker and R. Sinha with B. Rose, westvierv Press rnc., Boulder,
Colorado and Croorn HeIm Limited, London, England, L982.
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growth in China and close

developing countries.

to the average performance of other

Similar issues were raised by Perkins and Yusuf.32 According to

thern the most reliable base figures for the earlier years are for 1955-

57. Compared \^rith figures for 1978-80, Èhey found that the growrh rare

of grain production, 2.25 percent per year, v¡as only slighcly faster

than that of population. BuE they pointed out that this l-955-57 base

came just before the Great Leap Forward, which led to a sharp decline

in grain ouËput in 1959-61, and the recovery to the earlier lewel was

not achieved until 1965. If the L964-66 period r,¡ere chosen as a base,

the growth rate would rise to 3.4 percent per year. They noÈiced that

much of this more impressive growth occurred in the rnid 1960's and

after L977, and the big increase in 1978 and 1979 coincided with the

sharp rise in grain prices.

There seems to be agreemenc that there lras a shift in the growth

rate in l-978 when major policy changes were initiated. But, according

to Barker et ê1 ., this r,¡as only a temporary shift from the normal

growth path, largely due to the short-run weather effects. They

predicted that the Chinese would face serlous technical and

environmental constraints to grain production in the immediate

fuuure.33 Furthermore, they suggested that the under-investment in

scientific manpower and agricultural infrastruccure over the past two

32o. Perkíns and s.
Hopkins University Press,

33R. Barker, et aI.,

Yusuf, Rural Development in China, The John
Baltimore, Maryland, L984.

rbid.
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decades would make iE more difficult to overcome these constraints in

the near future.

The inconsistency of their assessment with what actually developed

between l-98l and 1984, may be due to the circumstances in the period

during which they wrote their articles. rn the early 1980,s, the ner¿

policy had just begun and no one could foresee its evolution, Iet alone

its full impact. Even the Chinese government did not really anticipate

that the 10 year plan's target would be reached in 1984, one year ahead

of the plan. Furthermore, Barker eL al., observed a 3.5 percent

decline in grain output in 1980.

As mentioned above, Perkins and yusuf reasoned that Èhe large

increase in grain production in the late L970' s coinci-ded with sharp

price increases. To anaLyze the growth rates in various time periods

they provided the following table:

Table 6

Chinese Graín Production Increases (1)

Time Period

Annual Change

L9s2-s7 L9s7-6s

3.58 0.0r

L96s-75 1975-80 19s7-80 198r-82

3 . 98 2 .8r 2.L* 4.92

Source: Perkins and Yusuf.34

34¡. Perkins and R.
Hopkins University Press,

Yusuf, Rural Development in China, The
Baltimore, Maryland, 1984.
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This table crearly indicates that the growËh rate of grain

production varí.es over time. Although the authors did not specify the

criteria for dividing the time periods, it seems chat the initial

period is the first five-year plan period. This was a time period

between the recovery from war and the Great Leap Forward. This time

period is used by the Chinese analysts as a norm, or sometimes as the

best time period of economic development between 1949 and. 1979. The

second period covers the Great Leap Forward and a recovery period

following it. The fifth period in the tabre, L957-80, is referred to

by the authors as a time period frorn which a reliable long-run growth

rate can be drav¿n. The last period is used Èo show the new trend.

However, it is not clear why the year L975 was chosen to divide the

third and the fourth periods. As all other periods are associated r,rith

some major events in the policy evolution, the third period seems to

tefex to the Cultural Revolution, and the fourth, after the Cultural

Revolution. But the Cultural Revolution vras formally ended in 1976 and.

the economic policy which influenced grain production directly and

substanuially was not changed until the end of Lg7B. since then,

generally speaking, Ëhe policy has continued to change and roughly in

the same direction.

Thus, it v¡ould seem to be more precise to divide the fírst 35

years of the People's Republic into five periods: recovery, first

five-year plan, the Great Leap Forward and the forlowing recoveï1r, the

Cultural Revolution and the economic reform. The growth rates in those

periods are as follows:



Table 7

Chinese Grain Production Increases (2)

Time Period

Annual Change

L949 -s2

13 .0s

L9s2-57

3. 5s

L957 -65

0. 2r

L96s-78 L978-84

3.58 5.08

Source: Estimated.

l{hen anaLyzing the long-run trend in growth rates, the initial

períod is not rerevant because of the recovery nature of grain

production in this period. The rhird period mighu be ruled ouL, if it

is reasonable to assume that the same misLake will not be made again,

ax least in the remainder of the century. Thus, the long-run trend

between 1952 and 1978 might be taken as 3.5 percenu per year, as in the

second and fourth periods. rt night be lower than 3.5 percent if the

recovery nature in the beginning years of both periods are considered.

Nevertheless, the shift in the long-run trend under Ëhe new policies of

economic reform is quite signÍficant; 5 percent versus 3.5 percent or

1ess.

For the purposes of this study, the irnportant factor is not growth

rates themselves nor whether they are high or low compared to other

countries. Rather, the sources of the growth are of interest and

particularly the sources of the shift in growth under the nerr¡ policies.

According to Perkins and Yusuf, the question of how to raise

agricultural output can be addressed at two levels.35 At one level are

35r¡i¿.



the direct inputs and at the other level the extent to which society is

organLzed to effectively mobilize and efficiently use these inputs.

The policies aE Ëhe t\{o levels are related. They divided the direct

inputs into tv/o categories: traditional and modern. Traditional

inputs were referred to as cultivated land and water supply.

As they point out, after centuries of expansion of farm land, by

1950 there !¡âs not much unoccupied land left. Today, there remains

only a small quantity of potentially arable land and. it is not likely

to be reclaimed in the near future because of the huge investments

needed. On the contrary, the Chinese peasants have had to retreat d.own

Ëhe mountainside and back from pastoral land to reduce erosion in some

aÏeas.

Constraints on the improvement of water supply is another factor

influencing future land development. According to Perkins and yusuf,

southern China has an abundant water supply. The v¡ater management in

this region has been advanced for centuries and there is little room

left for improvement. Certainly the efficiency of the irrigation

system in this region can be improved to reduce costs and to supply

more erater in drought years. Grain yields would not be increased too

much in normal years by upgrading the existing water system. rn

Northern china, the shortage in water supply is not easy to overcome.

The massive mobilization of the rural labour force, which started in

the 1950's, dÍd not help much. The widespread use of tube well

irrigation in the North China Plain was the only factor which increased

the irrígated area after 1965. The irrigated land increased by less

25



than I percent a year from L965 to L978. Since thats time there has

been no increase at all.

Perkins and Yusuf then go on to explain the grovrth of grain

production as being due to an increase in the use of modern inputs.

They break down the modern inputs into tvro categories: biological and

mechanical. The biological category refers to chemical fertilizer

assocíated vrith improved plant varieties, timely supplies of water,

pesticides and other changes in farming practices. According to

Perkins and Yusuf, since the 1960's, the use of chemical fertilizers

has increased dramatically and the use of high-yielding planË varieties

has spread quickly. This biological package is deerned to be a major

contributor to the yield increases and in conjunction, the conmune

system helped the extension of new technology. Perkins and yusuf

pointed out that China had made substantial, but uneven progress, in

applying a biologieal package to raise crop yields by the late 1970,s.

But they are skeptical that under the production responsibility system,

the extension process might not work as ít did under the coüulune

system. They did not find contributions of this bilogical package to

be helpful in speeding up the growth rate of grain producËion since

L979.

Perkins and Yusuf found that it was nearly impossible to preeisely

measure the economic gains associaLed with mechanical inputs. Although

machinery has been widely used in threshing and milling,

transportation, fÍe1d work, and irrigation and drainage, mechanization

was not called for due to a surplus of farm labour. Given the fixed

arable land, labour-saving technology may not increase output.
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Furthermore, they point out that since the late 1970's, there has been

explicit recognition that some forms of mechanízaxlon have put large

numbers of people out of work long before industry was ready to absorb

them. Since then, the pace of mechanizaxion has slowed down.

Looking into the future, they contend that rnajor increases in farm

ouËput will come from more and better inputs over the long-run.

However, as experience wich the responsibility system in the early

1980's has demonstrated, there are also considerable gains in the

short-term frorn reorganLzation and improved incentives.

Most analysts agree that shor!-term gains followed the policy

changes. There is also a question of whether the policies have direct

influences on the growth rates in various periods and whether the new

poliey will provide a better chance for the growth of farm output.

Following Perkins and Yusuf, the question is whether the new policy can

do better in organizing society to effecËively mobilize and efficiently

use these inputs. rn other words, given ühe growËh rate of inputs, the

question arises whether the growth of output will be fasËer under the

new polícy than it would have been under the old one.

Perkins analyzed sources of growth in Chinese agriculture in an

earlier prput.36 After analyzing the role of growth in inputs, he

argued thaL human beings are not machines. Ilhile machines will operate

efficiently if properly maintained, human beings must be motivated to

do what ís right from an efficiency point of view. Perkins pointed out

that in china, the main incentives are the rise in purchase prices, the

.L

'"Dwight Perkins, "Constraints Influencing China's Agricultural
Performance," in China, A Reassessment of the Economv, Joint Economic
Committee Papers, U.S. Congress, L975.
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lack of an increase in agricultural tax and the grain imporË policy.

The grain ímport policy lras a signal to tshe peasanLs that the purchase

quota r^rould not increase. He wrote this in L975 , well before the

initiaEion of economic reform. The economic reform since L979 has

stirnulated great incentives not only in the ways Perkins suggested, but

also in the decentralizatLon of decision making and marketing to some

extent. Thus, it seems obvious that the growth rate in grain

production would have been much lower than it is had there been no such

policy changes.

Thomas B. I,Iiens anaLyzed technological developments as another

solrrce of growth in Chinese agricultut".3T According to him, the

period of the early 1950's is characterízed by the completion of many

preliminary tasks such as the restoration of Chinese agricultural

technology and production, building heawy industries for the necessary

modernization of agriculture, the teorgani-zation of the agricultural

sector to permit a higher saving rate to faeilitaue purchasing of

modern inputs, and the reorganLzation and enlarging of agriculEural

research and extension infrastructure. In the period of the Great Leap

Forward, the level of technical knowledge !¡as vastly improved,

especially in plant breeding and in improvements in exisEing peasant

pract.ices such as interplanting techniques.

Actual technological development r.ras realized by the 1960's . In

L964, the Chinese began full-scale distribution of dwarf rice varieties

37Tho*"" B. Wiens, "Technological Change" in The Chinese
Aericultural Economl¡, edited by Randolph Barker and Radhe Sinha with
Beth Rose, I.Iestview Press Inc . , Boulder, Colorado and Crown Helm
Limited, London, England, L982.
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\,rith high-yield potential. These varieties have yields roughly

equivalent to that of IRB and have spread to over B0 percent of China,s

ríce-sown area Ín 15 years. At about the same time, new hybrid maize

varieties were released rvith higher yields.

As wiens pointed out, "There qras suddenly something worth

promoting. "38 A co-ordinated seed replication system qras established

by 1963-65 to multiply the seeds as rapidly as possible and ro prevent

the deterioration of improved seeds. under the syst.em, pure-line

breeding, selection and maintenance \Àrere carried out at the national

level. County-level work concentrated on selecËion for adaptability

and improvement of varietal characteristics. Communes' work v¡as seed

multiplication and replicaLion on designated fields. Special brigades

concentrated on seed raising only l¡here crops vrere geographically

concentrated. For hybrids, special farms lrere set up for seed

production. The effects of this program v¡ere quite significant.

Large quantities of machines were introduced in the mid 1960,s;

including hand tracLors, hydropowered pumps, rice transplanters,

mechanically-powered fodder shredders, and in the laËe 1960's, tube

well irrigat,ion in the North China Plain. AIl contributed to the high

growth rate after Lhe Great Leap Forward.

According to Iliens, during the Cultural Revolut.ion, the disruption

of research and education slowed the flow of irnportanL research results

and delayed the solutions to major problems. Local research and

experirnentation which liras conducted under radical influences

facilicated adoption or adaptation of Ëhe best of existing

3Bwi.n", p. 111.
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alternatives. However, this must be weighed against the damage done.

This damage co agricultural development resulted from suppression of

incentives and resumption of technological commandis*39 on the part of

political cadres.

Iliens concluded that che long-run effects of the economic reform

on the development and promulgation of nel¡ technology r.¡Ílt be posícive.

In the short-run, China must rely on innovations already introduced or

hasLily borrowed from abroad. I.Iiens suggests Èhat an appropriate

agricultural poliey, rather than technology, will be the limiting

influence on Chinese agricultural growth in the next decade. The

policy changes v¡i11 affect the growth of agricultural production

through their influence on research and extension.

Nicholas R. Lardy used an alternative approach to anaLyze the

growth of output and the productivity in Chinese agriculture since

L94g.4O He was criEical of the focus of many previous studies on the

internal organization of collective agriculture while virtually

ignoring the larger instiLutional setting. Lardy emphasized the

evolution of farm institutions and the systern of agricultural planning,

especially the constraints imposed by the planning system on farm

produetion decision making and the nature of farm markets. He pointed

out that the changes in those external relations to farm units \,¡ere

crucial for the effícient allocation of resources in Chinese

agriculture.

39"T".hrrological commandism" refers to extending ne\{ techniques
through directives without testing their adaptability.

40Ni.hol"s R. Lardy, Agriculture in China's Modern Economic
Development, Cambridge University Press, 1983.
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Lardy starËed with the system of direct and indirect planning,

their influences on growth rates and the cornposition of farm output and

the efficieney of resource allocation. According to him, indirect

planning relies essentially on state manipulation of credit,

procurement. contracts, taxes and prices. The procurement priees are

the major policy insLrument which influence the growLh and composition

of farm products and deliveries to the state purchasing agents.

Lardy indicated that the perfods of 1949-55 (or L949-57), 1960-65

and since L977 were dominated by indirecË planning. During these

periods, overall grortth was more rapid and occurred across a broad

range of products. This was due to greater price incentives, greater

freedom of decision making, rising rates of marketing in both state

purchases and rural peasant marketss, larger and more efficient rural

crediü markets and larger and more secure priwate plots. These

encouraged more efficient resource allocation and specialÍzation based

on regional and local comparative advantage and better farming

practices.

On the contrary, direct planning or production planning, which

started in L956, prevailed during the Great Leap Forward and the

Cultural Revolution. Those years are characterized by the imposition

of detailed sovrrl areas, output targets and specifÍc cropping patterns

by higher-leve1 authorities on production units. There was litt1e use

of price incentives to encourage output growth or to influence crop

composition during these periods. Labour and other inputs ü/ere used

more intensively, v¡ell beyond the optimal point. As those periods

coincided wich political swings to the left, private plots and rural
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peasanL markets were suppressed or elíminated. Credit was allocated.

more by political than economic criteria. so, when direct planning

dominated, resource allocation was inefficient which was reflected in

lor¿er rates of growth. OuEpuE growth concentrated. only on a few major

grain crops.

The results are consistent with the theory of price and quantity

control. When uncertainty and large costs of gathering information

from nillions of production units are invorved, price control is

superior to quantity control in a planned economy.

In sunrnary, it is clear that government policy has had a

significant influence on the growth of grain output. Ewen those who

insisted that che main sources of groruth are technological changes and

the increasing use of modern inputs cannot deny that the rapid growth

after 1978 was stimulated by economic reform, just as the sharp decline

during the Great Leap Forward was caused by policy failure. As i,iiens

indicated, the path of technological progress is also influenced by

policy ch"nges.4l It is certain that more inputs and better technology

are necessary to support sustained growth. However, the efficient use

of inputs and Lechnology, and the development of the production of

modern inputs and suitable technology require appropriate policy

environments. Therefore, a proper policy will read not. only to more

rapid growth, given inputs and technology, but arso more inputs and

better technology to enhance the growth in farm products. The major

policy changes since L979 are price incentives, the responsibitity

system, an improvement in decisíon making, specialization among

4li.ii"r," , ibid.
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regions, and improvement in marketíng. Among these, according to

Lardy, price is by far the most important policy instrument.

rt must be made clear that the rapid growth of grain production,

stimulated by the new policies, is basicarly due to Èhe increase in

yields. As the grain so\,rrl area has declined since L977 anð. the rate of

decline has accelerated, the difference between the growth in yield and

that in total output must be underscored. Even if the recent growth

rate of grain yields is sustained for a certain time period, the growth

raEe of total graÍn output may not.

2.2. Modelling and Projectíons of Chína,s
Grain Production

rn 1980, Anthony M. Tang made projections of china's grain

production and consumption for t]ne L977-2000 perioa.42 rn his model of

grain production, Tang used the following formula:

oufput
index

factor productivity
index

weighted input
indices

There were four inpuËs in the model: labour, land., capital and current

ínputs. Tang assigned different weights to each input: 0.5 to labour,

0.25 to land,0.1 to capitar and 0.15 to current inputs. He then

calculated the output index and input indices for the period of L952-il

and found that the factor productivity had declined by 0.65 percent per

year in this period.

42Anthony M. Tang and Bruce Stone, Food Production in the peopre,s
Republic of China, Research Report, International Food Policy Research
Institute, Inlashington, D.C., 1980, p. 35-38.
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using this same method, Tang found that an increase of 2.3 percent

per yeat in factor productivity was necessary co fulfill the output

Eargex set by the L976-85 ten-year plan, which he regarded as

unattainable. However, havíng considered the ne!¡ policy inítiated

since 1979, Tang reasoned that the 0.65 percent annual decline in

factor productivity rnight be too row to make a projection, so he

assumed a 0.5 percent increase in faccor productivity per year for the

remainder of the century. Thus, he used three sets of productivity

indices: a 2.3 percent annual increase, a 0.5 percent annual increase

and a 0.5 percent annual decline and made three projections: high,

medium and low.

The annual growth rates of inputs in the projeetions are 0.9

percent for land (sown axea), 6 percent for capital, 7 percent for

current inputs, whích are derived frorn data in the period L952-77, and

assumed to be rnaintained throughouc. The rate for labour supply was

assumed to be 1 percent based on the gowernment's population policy.

InserËing these input indices and the three assumed factor productiwity

indices into the above formula, along witth 273 mmt as a base in L977,

Tang projected three figures of grain production to the year 2000:

high, 785; medítun, 524; and low, 420 mrnt. Tang believed that rhe

medium figure is the most probable. Hor^¡ever, if Tang's method is used

to project China's grain output between 1978 and !9Bl+, the results are

sysËematically belor+ the actual figures:
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Table 8

China's Grain Output
L97I -81+

Year
--Tang's Projection-

High Medium Low
-Actual Figure-

L978
r979
19 B0
1981
L982
198 3
L984

286
300
3L4
330
346
363
382

28L
289
298
307
3L7
327
337

305
332
32L
32s
355
387
407

- - - -rnillion tons -metric

278
283
289
295
301
308
3ls

Source: Tang and Stone, Food Production in the people,s Republic of
Chína and China' s Srarístícal yeelÞ_9.ok___1_9€4.

substituting actuar quanuities of inputs nay not irnprove the

projection in this period because the sown area for grain has declined

1 percent per year in this period, instead of increasing 0.9 percent

annually. The difference between Tang,s projection and the actual

figure rnay be even larger. But the fundamental problern with this model

is not the calculating of inputs but the arbitrary weights assigned to

inputs and the arbitrary factor productivity assumed. Thus, it is more

desirable to explicitly incorporate some policy instrument into this

type of model, instead of assuming a 0.5 percent annual increase in

factor productivity under a new policy against a 0.65 percenc annual

decline of that in the past.
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Hee Mock Noh

another method.43

modelled and projected China,s grain production with

Noh found that the quadratic tíme trend model,

Y-a+bt+ct2+e

besu fit china's grain output in rhe L949-gL time period and. an ARrMA

(1, 1) model best fit Ehe estimated residuals. The quadratic model and

an ARIMA (1, 1) model were then combined to project grain outpuÈ in the

L982-2000 period. However, Noh's projection for the first three years,

L982-84, is also systematically berow actual figures: 344.6, 356.7 an¿

368.8, against 354.5, 387.3 and 407.3 ¡nnc.

This result is not surprising because Ëhere t¡as a uniform growth

pattern in Noh's model and he did not even mention the rapid growth

since L979. on the other hand, the time period may be too short to

apply the ARIMA model, which requires a longer time series.

There are some other approaches which have been used. to make these

projections. The input-output analysis used by Rock Creek Research is

one exarnptu.44 In their study, Rock Creek Research d.ivide¿ the whole

economy of china into 20 sectors and projected outputs of all 20

sectors simultaneously. Grain production is one sector among the 20.

They projected thaL the toÈal grain ourput in china will be 423.6,

444.7 and 435.3 mmt for rhe years 1990, 1995 and 2000. These

projections are quite low compared with Tang (524 mmt for the year

2000) and Noh (446.4,519.8 and 601.1 mmr for rhe years 1990, 1995 and

43H.u Mock Noh, Prospects of Grain ProductÍon. ConsumptÍon and
Trade in China, Ph.D. thesÍs, Kansas Uníversity, 1983.

44Ro"k creek Research, "posE-Reform china, " a written summary of
statistics and analysis from the Rock Creek Research, Fall 1985 China
Projection Report, WashÍngton, D.C., 1985.
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2000). In the quoted summary they did noË gÍve details regarding the

structure and parameters of their model. The projected decline in

china's grain output after 1995 seems to be based on the fact Lhat

china's arable land will contínue to decline. Also, they did. not

expect. a further increase in grain yields and, therefore, the Rock

creek Research gave quite conservative projections of china,s grain

produetion into the future.

The virtue of this approach is the expricit expression of

intersectoral relations. It does suggest that ideally one cannoE take

grain production as being totally independent. on the other hand, this

approach is rather complicated and is subject to many uncertain factors

and unknown structural parameters. Thus, when applying input-output

analysis to make long-terrn projections one should be rnore cauLÍous.

As policy ínstruments will be eurployed below as a major variable

to make projections of china's grain production, the constraints on

policy instruments, especially on the grain purchasing prices, must be

considered. Nicholas R. Lardy estimated that the state subsidies of

food consumprion had been 23.8 to 25.6 birlion yuan in 19g1, which

accounted for 23 to 26 percent of the state budgetary revenue (at all

levels of government).45 In his estimation, the subsidies include the

indirect subsidy on domestic cereals and edible oils, the direct and

indirect subsidies on nonstaple foods and the indirect subsidy on

imported cereals.

45Ni.hor"s R.
Staff l{orking Papers

Lardy, Agricultural
No. 606 , 1983.
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According to Professor An, Beijing Agriculcural University,46 th"

government subsídies to agriculture lrere more than 20 bitlÍon yuan in

1981, not much different from Lardy's estimate, but he did not define

the components. However, he indicated that this figure had almost

tripled from the L978 level. Also, An pointed out that the subsidies

on gxaLn, cotton and edible oils accounted for L7 percent of the

government budgetary revenue in 1981, compared with only 3.4 percent in

L978. The subsidies of agriculture increased again in 1982, and the

subsidy on domestie cereals alone reached 15 billion yuan (eompared

with 1,2.9 billíon yuan for cereals and edible oils in f9B1), which

accounLed for more than 13.3 percent of the total state budgetary

revenue. Based on this fact, Professor An reasoned that a further

increase in government purchasing prices was not possible. This

opinion is held by most analysts boch within and outside China. I{hen

price is to be used as one of the major policy instruments in

modelling, as in this study, the budgetary constraint on any further

price increase must be kept in mind.

Another issue central to the analysis of grain production and

trade is regional variation. As China is such a large country,

regional differences in development, as well as in grain production,

are quite significant. A regional model might be more accurate than an

aggregate model in reflecting factors such as climate, resource

endowments and the level of development and the impacts on the growth

pattern of grain production. Most likely due to the lack of data,

46xij i An, "A
Problems in Grain
University, 1983.

Tentative Proposal for
Prices, " Unpublished

the Solution to the Recent
paper, Beij ing Agricultural
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neither Tang nor Noh atÈempted to employ regional moders. Today, the

regional data on grain production in China is still far from adequate,

but at least the official figures on provincial production since LgTg

are available. so, in this study, regional models will be built along

r+ith national models.

2.3. Modelling and Projection of China's
Grain Consumption

In modelling China's grain consumption, Anthony M.. Tang and Bruce

stone used the method of rnoving ".r.r"g.".47 The underlying assumption

is that the total grain consumption, including human consumption, seed

and feed requirements and industrial uses is determined by the

goverrunent. As the basic goal is the security of food supply, the

government simply sets consumption equal to the average supplies of the

currenc yeat and the tv¡o preceding years, multiplies it by 1.0235,

resulting in the long-run growth trend in grain output. After 1965,

0.5 percent of the average supply was set aside for reserves. The

grain supply is the output plus net imports. After the estimation of

consumption, the difference between current supply and consumption is

taken as the change in stock reserves.

This urodel did not provide any detail on the demand for grain and

its deLerminants. Of course, the demand for grain is distorted in

China because of food rationing. But this model cannot ansv¡er these

quesLions:

- Ifhy the governmenL continues to import grain?

4Tanthony U. Tang and Bruce Stone, Food Production in the People's
Republic of China, Research Report, International Food Policy Research
InsËitute, Ilashington, D.C. , 1980.
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- Why did it not just set the consumptsion at a leveL which equals
the movin1 avetage of domestic output?

- Hor¡ the government determines the quantity of trade?

obviously the Tang and stone method cannot be used for projection

purposes. Usually consumption should be determined firsc, then trade

can be deriwed accordingly. However, the Tang and Stone model requires

that trade be determined first and this is not an appropriate approach.

Tang and Stone did not use this method to make projections in

their study. rn their projections, they assumed that the growth rate

of demand for grain is the sum of the population growth rate and the

income growth rate multiplied by Lhe income elasticity of demand for

grain. Further, they broke down the demand for grain into direct and

indirect, and assigned different weights and elasticities to each

component. The indirect demand referred to Lhat derived from the

demand for livestock products. Thus, a weighted income elasticity of

demand for all grain \^Ias calculated. They assumed three different

values for the population growËh rate, the income growth rate and the

weighted income elasticity in order to estimate the growth rates of

total demand. They also projected three values of total demand to the

year 2000 as they had done previously in projecting China,s grain

produetion.

Tang and Stone's projections have some r^¡eaknesses. First of all,

the weights assigned to direct and indirect demand are arbitrary. The

income elasticiÈy of direct or indirect demand is assumed, not derived

from actual data. Other grain usage such as seed, índusËrÍal use and

losses are not considered. The quantity of the above items may not be

a large proportion of the total demand buË if it is considered along
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with imports, the number is very significant, much rarger than china,s

imports in uhe peak years.

rn modelling and projecting china's grain consumption, Noh used

the combined quadratic time trend and ARrMA (l-, r) model as he did in

the production model.48 This method does not link grain consumption

with any economic variable. It also does not take into consi.deration

the various components of consumption which may have different growth

pacterns. A more precíse projection should be able to distinguish the

growth rates of various componenËs of total grain consumption and to

explain thern with other economic variables.

Jacques van der Gaag projected private household consumption in

China with the estimated Engel ".r*".49 In his study, Gaag estimated

the income elasticities of demand for food, clothing, fuel and housing,

etc., using the pooled provincial data in l-981 and 1982 and the linear

Engel curves. He then assumed different scenarios for per capita

income growth and population growth in china. Gaag made a projection

of the probable consumption of those major items into the years 1990

and 2000.

Gaag also pointed out some sources of uncertainty such as the

projection of income and population growth, the functional form chosen,

the problem of making time-series projectíons based on cross-sectional

daLa, the share of consumption as income in-kind, the changes in prices

48H.. Mock Noh, Prospects of Grain Production. ConsumptÍon and
Trade in China, Ph.D. thesis, Kansas University, 1983.

49J."qrr", van der Gaag, Prívate Household Consumption in China,
World Bank Staff \^Iorking Paper No. 70L, the World Bank, Washingron,
D.C., U.S.A. , L984.
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and the conscraints from the supply side. The food consumption in his

model is in value terms and in aggregate form and thus was not suitable

for the purpose of chis sËudy.

Gaag then went on to estimate income elasticity, own-price

elasticity and cross-price elasticity, using data from the Beijing

Municipality and Hubei Provi-nce in 1981 and l-982. Assuming differenr

increases in priees, Gaag projected food consumption in Beijing into

the years l-990 and 2000.

Yang Shengming used another approach Ëo project consumptions in

china into the years 1990 and 2000.50 rn his projection, yang assumed

that the individual's consumption is determined by his/her personal

income, which in turn is determined by the national income and saving

rate. Here the nationar income, defined by the chinese concept, is the

surn of the net value of products from material production industries.

This definition is different from its conventional meaning in the l,Iest,

in terms that the income fro¡n service sectors, government, etc., aïe

not included. Yang then assumed the growth rates of this national

income and population, the capital accumulation share in total national

income and che share of collective consumption, and finally derived the

personal income per capita. Yang found a gap between the personal

income per capita in urban areas and that in rural areas. Therefore,

he assumed different growth rates for urban and rural areas. He then

calculated personal income per capita for the years 1990 and 2000.

5OY^.rg Shengming, "Using A Statistical Data Approach to Forecast
Consumption Structure for a Comfortable SËandard of Living,', in Li
Xuezeng, Yang Shengming and He Juhuang, The Structure of China's
Domestic Consumption, \,Iorld Bank Staff l^Iorking Papers No. 755 , The
I^Iorld Bank, Washington, D.C. , 1985 .
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Yang found thaË the average personal income fn urban areas projected

for 1990 !¡as already achieved by some households in the L982 sample

survey. Then, the consumption level for those households in the sample

survey was simply taken as being average in the year l-990 for urban

people and the consumption structure was derived. As there lras a lack

of comparable data, Yang did noË make a projection into the year 2000

using Èhe same methods. He then estimated the changes of different

items shared in tocal consumption and assumed the changing rates for

the future; henee he derived the structure of consumption and che level

of each component to Ëhe year 2000. To project the consumption level

in rural areas in 1990 and 2000, Yang simply used the data for urban

people v¡ith the same level of personal income in L982. Differen¡

ratios of urban population to rural population !¡ere then assumed and

the national consumption total was summed up.

In Yang's model, the Chinese concept of national income is not a

relevant measure from which to derive personal íncome. It does not

take into account other sources of income, namely, the income from

service sectors. The income from service sectors is certaín1y a parc

of any individual personal income and influences consumption. This

component of income has growrr more rapidly in recent years. The food

consumption in Yang's model is in value terms and in aggregate form,

which is consistrent with his purpose of analyzing the chinese

consumption structure but cannot serve the purpose of this study.

Many analysts have constructed food balance sheeËs for China at

different times. The list of these studíes ís quite long, however,
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some examples include J.L. Buck,51 V. Srnil,52

and FAO.55 Although these food balance sheets

A.

do

PLazza,53 T. wiens54

not explain the level

of consumption with any economic variable, such as income, to

facilítate modelling china's grain utilization, they do provide many

useful methods to estimate the grain usage other than human

consumption. They also help in the construction of complete

consumption or, more precisely, a utilization model.

A review of these studies suggests that an appropriate model

should be meaningful in the economíc sense and it should be able to

explain China's grain economy with economic variables. Accordingly,

this model should be able to exploit Ehe statistical data and nevr

information now available.

It is apparenL that an economic model cannot avoid errors due to

uncertainty, misunderstandíng of underlying true relationships and data

constraínts. However, wiÈh more data now available, an economically

SlJohn L. Buck, Food and Agriculture in Co¡nmunist China, Praeger,
New York, L966.

52vaclav SmiI, "Communist China's Food: Still a Long I^Iay to Go,,
in Issues and Studies 16(April 1980); "China's Food: Availabiliry,
Requirements, Composition, Prospects" in Food Policv (May 1981); and
"Food in China" Ín Current History 75(L978):69-72.

53e11"r, Piazza, Trends in Food and Nutrient Availabilit]¡ in China.
1950-81, lJorld Bank Staff i^Iorking Paper No. 607, The l{orld Bank, 1983.

54Tho*"" iliens, "Agricultural Output" in Ouantitative Measures of
China's Economic Output, edited by Alexander Eckstein, University of
Michigan Press, 1980.

55f'eO, Food Balance Sheets. 1964-66 Average (Rome: FAO, I97L);
Provision Food Balance sheets. 1972-7lr Average (Rome: FAo, L977); and
1981 Production Yearbook (Rome: FAO, L982).
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meaningful model might give better understanding and more reliable

proj ections .

To build such a model a more precise understanding of the

performance of china's grain economy in the course of policy evolution,

especially under current policies, is essenEial. Thus, a more detsailed

discussion of Chinese agricultural polieies is necessary.
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3. Policv Changes Implemented Since 1978
and Regíonal Differences

3.1. The Comrnunal Sl¡stem Príor to 1978

The Rural People's Commune is a unique Chinese insLitution. It

integrates all aspeccs of rural life ínto one unit: politics and

administration, tax collection, production management, finance and

credit, social security and military affairs, and social welfare and

services.

As a local governnent, the Commune's Management Committee (or

Revolutionary Committee during the CulCural Revolution) had the

obligation and authority to fulfill all policy requirernents of the

Party and the government, including those concerning political move-

ments, production and procurement targets, population control, and

health and education. These policies vrere pursued either directly by

the Management Committee or by transmitting thern to product.ion brigades

and teams under the supervision of the Com¡nittee.

On the other hand, as an economic unit and farmer's co-operaËive,

Ëhe Commune and the brigades and Eeams under it, owned most means of

production for agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, small industry

and sideline production, and fishing. These resources included surface

r.¡ater, land, farm machinery, irrigation, drainage and transportation

equipment, sma1l factories and v¡orkshops, product processing equÍpment,

etc. The Commune organLzed producÈion activiÈies to fulfill the

government target if it ov¡ned the required means of production

directly. If not, it would transmit the target to production brigades

and teams under it and supervise them if the relevant production means

qrere owned by either brigades or teams. After a fiscal year had
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passed, the commune, brigades and teams would quantify incomes earned

from the production controlled by each unit. The net products were

then distributed as follorvs: first, cax and procurement requirements

were fi1Ied in cash and in kind; second, the collective need was satis-

fied. This expendiLure included items such as capical accumulation and

reinvestment, social welfare, reserves for potential disasters,

management and administration. Finally, the remaining income vras

distributed among members aceording to the hours they worked.

This basic system started in 1958 and has experienced several

reforms since then. .In 1958, about 680,000 Agriculcural Production

co-operatives, l¡hich had existed for only two years, merged into 26,578

Rural People's communes. About gg percent of the rural population

(approximately 550 nillion people) became commune members within half a

year. On average, one commune had 20,000 people (about 4,500

households) and 4,000 hectares of arable land at that tírne.56

At the beginning, most production activities were oxganLzed by the

conutrune. All labour on the commune was paid monthly, based on a wage

raÈe established by the commune. As the conmunes were so 1arge in

síze, farmers could not see any apparent relationship between their

work and their Ltage pa)rments. Consequently, the production incentives

declined and it becarne impossible for any Commune Managernent Committee

to co-ordinate production efficiently on such a large scale.

The declining ineentives, cornbined with poor management,

contributed to the recession after 1958 and thus, most production

56Frederick I^I.

of China, L963-74,"
Crook, "The Commune System in the People's RepublÍc
in China: A Reassessment of the Economl¡, JEC, 1975.
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acËivities r{ere carried on by brigades after L959. The commune kept

its position in government functions and sti1l owned and ran some small

industry, clinics, shops and schools, and perhaps some tractor

stations. Land and most other means of agricultural production r^rere

owned by the brigades. Under this system, income was distributed by

the brigades themselves to their members. However, the monthly wage

paJrment system was only used for a few months. To replace it, a "work

point" syscem was adopted. There \,/as no fixed wage rate and work

points r¡rere assigned to a farmer according to the length of time

required for a job and the difficulty of rhe work done. work points

were recorded and accumulaËed. At the end of a físcal year, and after

a deduction of all costs and reserves for the collective use, the total

net income Þ¡as divided by the sum of work points accumulated by all

members. Then, an individual's income was calculated by multiplying

his/her total work points by the value of one work point.

The brigade proved to be too large to operaÈe efficiently.

unfortunately, there are no data on the exact size of the brigades at

that time. However, according to crook, an average commune in 1974 had

15 production brigades and 100 teams, 3,346 households, L4,720 persons

and 2,033 hectares of arable land.57 So, on averaþe, a brigade

probably had 200 households, 900 persons and 140 hectares of arable

Iand. This is certainly too large to organíze manual work efficienLly.

By laEe L962, production teams were made basic accounting units.

The conmunes and brigades still orvned some small factories, shops and

service facilities, but land and other major means of agricultural

5 Trui¿.
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production !¡ere now ovrrted by teams. From then on, teams organized farm

production, quantified and distributed incomes. The communes and

brigades paid wages to members of corresponding teams for the v¡ork done

by them in factoríes or shops owned and run by the connune or

brigades. rf they reali.zed a profit, it \¡¡as used to reinvesE, to

finance social welfare programs, or it was transferred to teams î.or

distribution. This is not to say the communes and brigades were

passive in the operation of the farms. Th"y often owned and operated

tractor stations and they often allocaced both modern inputs and

crediu. Most irnportantly, they still transmitted government production

and procurement targets and supervised their fulfillments.

However, as the síze of a team, the basic production and account-

ing unit, vas 33 households, 147 persons and 20 hectares of arable land

(in L974 and in 1980--31,143 and 18, respecrively) ir v¡orked much

better than either a conmune or a brigade with the existing techno-

logy. The communes and brigades continued to run those factories or

services whÍeh required large scale co-ordination. Alt in all, this

three tiered level of ownership worked relatively weII until the end of

r978.

3.2. Policy Changes Since 1978

As was mentioned above, some very important policy changes

occurred at the end of L978, which stimulated a much greater growth in

grain production and also in the total value of agricultural produc-

tion. The fírst change llas with regard to the locus of decision

making.
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Before L978, although the producLion team was the basic production

and income distribution unit, all decisions, including the area and

varieties of crops, the rotation system, the techniques, dates of

plowing, sowing, transplanting, applying fercilizers and insecticides,

and harvesting, I¡¡ere made from higher level authorities. Some were

rnade by governments at county or upper level and transmitted. either by

the commune or production brigade. Some were made by the conmune or

productÍon brigade themselves according to government policies. The

double funeüion of the commune as an economic unit and as a local

government supported its position ín both transmitting and giving

direct orders. However, the coulmune and county governments !¡ere not

lotally free in transmitting and making decisions. They had to follow

orders from higher levels of government.

Since L979, local autonomy has increased tremendously. production

teams and individual peasants can now make decisions concerning their

orJ¡. production measures. The production target is no 1onger

compulsory. Production teams are allov¡ed to allocate their resources

into various activities to achieve higher incomes and improved.

efficiencies as long as they can fulftll procurement quotas and the

social welfare requirements imposed by the commune and brigade.

rn 1983, the local township government (or xiang in chinese) r,ras

restored. The reestablished township government has removed the

governing function from the commune. The central government has

forbidden anyone from giving direct production ord.ers to production

leams and peasants. By the end of L984, only 249 communes (about 5

percent of the toEal) still functioned as combined government/economic
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units. Most conmunes no\s are an economic unit, mainly running small

industries and services. In some areas, the commune has been totally

dissolved. The small indusLries and services alre nor,¡ under the

corresponding department of the township governnent, or.have become a

relatively independent economic unit--possibly, a co-operatiwe jointly

owned by production brigades and/or teams. This increase in local

autonomy has led Eo more efficient decision making and has instilled

greater incentives which have improved both field operations and

management.

The production responsibility system and the "specialized. house-

hords" have had further important effects on the efficiency of

production and yields. Various production responsibility systems were

begun in L979. rn L982 and 1983, the "furl responsibiliry sysrem"

became the most prevalent cype. In this system, households negotiated

wirh the producËion team (or grassroots governmenL) to farm giwen

parcels of land, raise livestock, or care for trees. These household.s

agreed to return a certain quantity of their output to fulfitl

collective and state obligations and they were then permiEted to retain

the surplus for chemselves. By the end of L984, about 98 percent of

total rural households vrere involved in various types of production

responsibility sysËems and 96.6 percent of them were involved in the

"full responsibÍlity system" alone.58

Under the former work point system, farmers \^rere noL necessarily

concerned rvith the quality of their work nor the contribution of theír

5BChir,"'. Aericultural Yearbook. 1983
Statistical Abstract. 1985.
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r'/ork to the f inal output. They nrere not concerned abou¡ production

costs but onry the quantity of their work, or more precisery, the

number of work points they could earn. This inevitably led ro poor

management, low yields, high costs, low income and a redundant use of
labour.

Under the ne!{ system, farmers' income became directly related to

their final output and the per unit cost. It provided incentives to

improve management and has resulted in higher yierds and output, lower

costs and more income. Farmers also have more spare tirne which they

can use in sideline production activities to increase their íncome.

Under this syscem' farmers behave more or less Iike independent

producers. However, the teams, the commune and brigades still continue

to co-ordinate some large scale operations such as irrigation and

drainage. Some farm machinery is no\^r owned privately but a large

number of machines is still owned collectively and is contracted out to

specialized households. This co-ordination is necessary because each

household has only about 0.5 hectares of arable land contracted to it,
on average. To improve efficiency, farmers mr.rst co-operate with one

another through such measures as the sharing of machinery.

In January 1, 1985 the party and the governmenÈ declared that the

right to use contracted land will last at least 15 years. Furthermore,

the land allocated to individuals can now be transferred and

compensation for land transfers can be negotiated between individuals.

These policies will encourage farm investment and concentration of

production in order to take advantage of economies of scale.
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Management r,¡ill also be improved as now the land will be concentra¡ed

in the hands of experts (specíali,zed households).

Specialized households are those peasants who are engaged. in one

or two kinds of production activity on a larger scale than average. At

the beginning, most specialized households vrere involved in raising

livestock and small animals, the caring of fruit trees, or sideline

productíon and services. Now, more and more reports have been released

about specialized households being invol-ved in grain production.

Specialized households are novt producing several tens of thousands of

tonnes of commercial grain.

Some important policy changes have also taken place in the area of

procuremenË and marketing. Farm products in the past were marketed

under three different categories according to the nature of the produet

and their importance to people's liwes. The goods in the first cat-

egory, including grain, cotËon, edible oil and oilseeds r,rere called

"staËe monopory purchasing and marketing' goods. Beginning in 1953

these lrere bought and sold solely by state commerce or grain

departmenËs. The goverrunent assigned a procurement quota to each group

of producers- -co-operatives, coûununes, brigades or teams. These

producers had an obligation to fulfill the required amount unless a

serious disaster occurred. The government seE the quota price and

offered an above-quota price for extra deliveries. This price ,was 30

percent higher than the quota price for grain produced prior to 1978.

The governmenu not only set grain procurement quotas but also set a

total output target based on historical production figures. The

procuremenE quota and output targets would normally be fixed for a
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three or five year period. rf the actual output turned out to be

substantially higher than the target, Ehen 30 percent of the above-

target outpuE was required to be sold to the state at the above-quota

price. As the state com.merce or grain department was the sole buyer,

the farmers might wish to sell more than the required ,rnount. During

the L970's, the additionar sales would be purchased at a "negotiated

price," which was also set by the gowernment. rÈ v¡as 20 percenc higher

than the above-quota price. In the case of cotton, all output would. be

sold to Ëhe state, except a small amount of the output which was set

aside for the farmer's olJrr use. The quantity that each farmer could

setr aside for his/her own use was also determined by the goverrment.

The second category of goods was called "imposed purchasing', goods

and these included meat and aquatic products, tobacco, tea, sugar cane

and silk. The government also set compulsory purchasing quotas and

prices for these products. After fulfilling the quota, producers were

permÍtted to market the surplus in their local market.

There lrere no compulsory purchases of goods in the third cate-

goty. These products s¡ere noE considered as important in terms of

being a necessity in people's life and in terms of supporting the

economic development of the country. However, âs long distance

transportation and marketing r.ras not allowed before 1979, the state

commerce department was the main (or even the sole) buyer of goods in

both the second and third categories. In some cases there was limited

loca1 consumption. The price set by the conrmerce department was

dominanE in the local markets.
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The procurement príces of farm products increased dramatically in

1979. In this one year alone, the price of 18 major farrn products in-

creased by 24.8 percent on average, which resulted in a 22.1 percent

increase in the price index for total proeured agriculcural goods. The

price of procured grain increased by only 17.5 percent in the 13 year

period of L965-78 (L.25 percenc yearly) but rhere was a 20 percenr

increase in the quota Price i'n L979 alone! The above quota premium of

grain increased even more rapidly ín L979 from 30 to 50 percent.

The total procurement of grain increased along with total produc-

tíon but the amount procured under quota declined by about 7.5 rnrnt in

four years. The share of above-quota procurement increased, however,

to about 70 percenc. So, the average procurement price increased

steadily (25.6 percent in L979, 9 percenr in 1980, 5.9 percenr in l9gl,

and 2.8 percent in 1982). Except for L979, this r,¡as solery due to the

íncreasing share of above-quota selling.

Since L979, farmers have been allowed to sell surplus grain in the

free market after fulfilling the scate procuremenË. Long distance

transportation and marketing by individuals are also possible no\Àr.

There r,¡ere four large traditional "rice markets" along the yangEze

River prior to the 1950's. These markets were closed as the result of

state procurement but have been reopened in the past thTo y..r".59

There ate now boËh cash and fonvard markets which trade rice, wheat,

corn, soybeans, peanuts, rapeseed and vegetable oil, and so on. Among

them, Jiujiang (in Jiangxi Province) marketed more than 100,000 tonnes

of grain and oilseeds in 1984 and the LIuxi market (in Jiangsu Province)

59outlook I^Ieekl], (Chinese) , April 15, 1985.
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3.4 mmt. The lluhu (Anhui Province) rice market reopened in August

L984. The total cash and future conLïacts signed in the first month

was more than l-00,000 tonnes. AnoËher market is in changsha, Hunan

Province, v¡hrch formarry opened in April 1995. The toral quanriry

traded in this market u¡as about 10,000 tonnes in the first two months.

Another new and very important development in grain markeËing is
that, beginning in 1985, there will no longer be any compulsory pur-

chasing quotas. rn the case of grain purchases, the government's

commerce departmenc will negotiate contracts wich farmers before

sowing. For the contracted quantities, 30 pereent will be paid at the

former quota prices and 70 percent at the former above-quota prices.

Farmers can sell all their surplus in free markets but the government

does have an obligation to buy all the surplus offered by farmers at

the quota price.

3.3. Impact of Policv Changes on Grain production

The accelerated growth rate of chinars grain production can be

largely atLributed to the recenL policy changes because the technology

has not been significantly advanced. A set of labour intensive tech-

niques was developed thousands of years ago and they are still in use.

However, these techniques are quite complicaEed for illiterate or

semi-literate peasants. Besides, since the communizaLion of

agriculture, the peasants had little incentive to rearn the

techníques. Under the radical policies of 1958-61 and the Cultural

Revolution, many techniques \,Jere developed with the sole purpose of

achieving Ehe highest yield possible. They qrere developed under

unrealisËic conditions and in disregard of the reality and the quality
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of the labour force. Although new technical developments have been

encouraged since the new policy in 1979, they have not had sufficien¡

time to mature. Therefore, there is a tremendous amount of potentÍal

for improving farming techniques in future years.

since Lhe late 1960's, junior middre schoors have become

increasingly popular at Ëhe production brigade level and. usually each

commune has at least one senior middle school. This has improved the

peasants' riteracy level and subsequently improved the quality of the

labour force. However, the education level in the rural areas is still

far from being adequaËe. At the higher level of education, by the end

of 1983, 90 agricultural universities and colleges (including forestry,

aquatíc products and water conservancy) had opened rheir doors to some

113,000 undergraduate students and 2,345 graduate students. They were

reopened since the end of 1977. At the same time, agricultural

technical schools numbered near 500, with about 12O,o0o students.60

On the other hand, peasants are now enthusiastic to learn ner^r

technology. According to ourlook I^Ieekly,61 by the end of 19g4, 93

percent of the countÍes had established science and technology

societies, numbering 2,277. Those societies at the township level

numbered 41,000. SpeciaLi-zed mass organizations numbered more than

60,000 with members of 3.5 rníllion. The task of these societies is

training peasants and carrying out extension activities. By the end of

1984, the county and township science and technology societies had

6oegricultural Yearbook Editing CommiEtee, China's Agricultural
Yearbook. 1984.

6lOut1ook l^Ieekly , AprLL 22, 1985.
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conducted 12,000 technique schools of more than one year duratÍon (1.2
mírlion peopre) and 3gr,o0o short-term schoor-s wirh more rhan 45

million particÍpants. Also, many households have begun to sÍgn
contracts with technicíans r¡ho a;ree to provide advice to farmers in
return for a share of the increase in production. This new development

encourages researchers and technicians to deverop more suitable
techniques and pay more at.tention to extension work.

rn summary' the move towards rocar and. prod.ucer,s autonomy, the
production responsibility system, the improvement in marketing
practices, the increase in prices and farmer,s income, and the
favorable economic environment in general, all have contributed. to
farmer's incentives and improved. management. rn turn, this has red to
much better use and extension of existing technology.

J.4.

I'Iith 9 .6 mirlion square kirometres , china is the rhird rargest
country in the world. For the purposes of this study, the country wilr
be divided into six regions according to major grain .rop".62 Data

have been collected. on each region and each region v¡irl be moderred

separaLery and Ëhen the results wilr be aggregaced (in chaprer 4).
There are two important factors infruencing areas devoLed. to graÍn

crop production. The first is topography. Generarly speaking, china
is higher in the northwest and lower in the southeast, arthough
xinj íang uygur Autonomous Region is lower than the Tibetan prateau

south of it. The second factor is location. china is rocaËed on the

62s." Tabre 9 and Figure 1, which displays a map of,,AgriculturarRegions of China. "
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Table 9

Sown Areas of Major Grain Crops and Their Shares
in Toral Grain Area (19g3)

Regions and
Provinces

- - - -Lrheat
Area Share

-----Corn----
Area Share

-----Rice
Area Share

%E

---Potatoes---
Area Share

Pastorala 
'ooo ha

Nei Monggol 911.3
Ningxia 303.7
Xinj iang 1, 304.9
Xizan 4L.2
Qinghai 224.0
Gansu 1,508. O

Spring ldheata
Heilongj iang 2,096.3
Jilin BO.7
Liaoning 2L.3
I.Iinter llheatD
Beij ing 187.1
Tianj in 155.5
Shandong 3,587.0
Shanxi 947.3
Hebei 2,3t+S .9
Henan 4,3L9 .I
Shaanxi - 1,677.s
Lrheat Riceb
Hubei L,375.L
Anhuf 2,025 .4
Jiangsu - Z,OL4.L
Double Riceb
Jiangxi 98.4
Hunan 211-.0
Zheij iang 367 .7
Guangdong 98.5
Guangxi 17.8
Fuj ian 117.3
Shanghai 37.3
Southwest Riceb

,000 ha ,000 ha

L2.9 16 . 5
3.0 50.3

23.6 95.7
1.1 0.6

I '000 ha t
0.4 2s3.7 6.6
7 .2 38.4 s. s
4.8 8.7 0.4
0.3 0.3 0 .2
- 49 .3 I2.2
0.1 250.9 8.7

23.7 493.7
43.7 20.8
6s.6 469 .3
2L.s 2.I
55 .4
s2.s 24t.3

29.O L,64L.6
2.3 L,7L4.9
0.7 1 ,zLg .g

35 .3 200 .7
30.8 L76.9
- 2,191.5

28.2 s83.5
34.O 2, 001. 6
46.5 L,769.3
4L.4 944.3

26.0 4L7 .7
33.3 131.5
31. 1 457 .L

2.6 6.9
3.9 115.5

10.6 s2.L
2.O 38.8
0. 5 520 .7
5.6 1.1
7 .8 5.9

22.5 L,916.0
rL.2 67L.7
13.5 1,019.9

8.4 3.9

Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan

2,250.4
2s9.0
467.L

22.7 24s .s
47 .8 266.3
38. s 403 .2

37 .9 46.L
35.6 24.L
- 1_0s .0

47 .4 9.L
29 .0 L26.7
19 .0 4LO .7
23 .3 160. 9

7.9 2,6L7 .4
2.2 2,057 .3
7 .L 2,520.3

0.2 3,323.7
2.L 4,4L9 .g
L.5 2,507 . 8
0.8 4,O28.7

L3.6 2,737 .3
0.1 1,618.0
L.2 298 .s

L7 .2 3,159.9
29 .2 t77 .9
29 .4 L,107.0

3.4 260.5
7 .4 106.0

L2.7 s4.o

3.6
3.0
L.l

8.7 7.2 L.4
4.8 8.1 1.6
- 1,007.1 _

0.3 274.8 8.2
1.8 4s4.6 6.6
4.4 969.6 10.4
4.0 336. s 8.3

49.5 375.5 7 .T
33. B 74s .9 L2 .3
39 .0 316 .0 4 .s

89.5 103.8 2.8
81.5 3I2.2 s.8
72.L l_so.1 4.3
80.5 62L.6 L2.4
7L.4 2Is .6 s . 6
77.6 23I.L 11.1
62.t+ 0.1

31.6 t,76L.L L7.6
33. B 284.3 T2.3
31.9 224.9 6.s

aSpring Wheat.

bWintur Lrheat.

Source: Calculated from the Agricultural
.
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Region I -- Pastoral
1. Nei Monngol
4. XLzang (Tiber)

Region II - - Spring Whear
1. Heilongj iang

Reglon III - Winter Whear
1. Beij ing
4. Shanxi
7. Shaanxi

Region IV - - Wheat Rice
1. Hubei

Region V -- Double Rice
1. Jiangxi
4. Guangdong
7. Shanghai

Region VI -- Southwest Rice
l-. Sichuan

,-\*r
.iv'

Figure 1
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easLern part of the great Euro-Asian land mass. Most precipitation is
brought by inflowing winds from the Pacific Ocean to the southeast

during the sum¡nertime. Topography and location jointly characterize

China as being cool and dry ín the northwest and v¡arm and wet in the

southeast. The whole of China can be further subdivided into several-

agricultural regions due to these influences.

First, a dividing line can be drawn along the Great xingan

Mountain in the northeast, ví.a yan Mountain in north china, to the

boundary of the Tibetan Plateau in che southwest. This line is quite

similar to the 400 rnm isohyet and it has a very important influence on

china's agriculture. Northr^¡esE of this line, it is cool and dry and

most of the land is occupied by minority nationalities whose way of

life is prirnarily pastoral farming. Major grain crops grovrrr in this

area are spring wheaË, corn and miscellaneous dry land. grains with only

one crop a year.

This pastoral farming region consists of four minority nationality

autonomous regions: Nei Monggol Autonomous Region, Ningxia Hui

Nationarity Autonomous Region, xinjÍang uygur Autonomous Region, xizang

Tibet Autonomous Region; and Lwo provinces: Qinghai and Gansu.

Because of the extreme climate and the traditions of national-

ities, grain production is quite backward in this region and the grain

yield is the lowest. in china--about tv¡o tons per hectare on average.

souEheast of the 400 mm isohyet is an arable farming area. This

area can be further divided into five agricultural regions: spring

wheat, winter wheat, wheat-rice, double rice, and southwest rice.
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Table 10

Multiple Cropping Index and Grain yield

Regions and
Provinces

Multicropping fndices
19Bl L982 1983 Average

Grain Yields (tonnes/ha)
1981 L982 1983 Awerage

Pastoral
Nei Monggol
Ningxia
Xinj iang
Xizan
Qinghai
Gansu
Spring I{heat
Heilongj iang
Jilin
Liaoning
Llinter Wheat
Beij ing
Tianj in
Shandong
Shanxi
Hebei
Henan
Shaanxi
Iy'heat Rice
Hubei
Anhui
Jiangsu
Double Rice
Jiangxi
Hunan
Zhej iang
Guangdong
Guangxi
Fuj ian
Shanghai
Southwest Rice
Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan

90 90. B

97 93.4
94 94.O
9s 96.0
86 86.9
96 9s.7

100 97 .2
100 100.4
r04 103.3

Ls2 151. s
138 L32.3
L44 L43.2
106 10s.9
133 L29.s
lss 1s5.8
L28 L25.5

19s 200.7
L77 180.4
183 L86.2

2L9 231.7
234 233.2
25s 2s4.5
20L 202.6
183 182.8
L96 L92.3
2L5 215.8

18s 184.8
1s0 1s4. 1
L40 139. s

9L
101

92
93
87
98

98
100
102

1sl
133
L46
707
13r
160
L27

200
L77
184

229
228
252
200
L77
1_89

2L8

18r
1s3
L40

90.6 I.32
97 .L I.77
93 .3 1. 88
9t+.7 2.5L
86.6 L.96
96 .6 L.s2

98.4 L.72
100.1 2.63
103.1 3.70

ls1.5 3.4L
I34.4 2.06
L44.4 2.84
106.3 2.L2
L3L.2 2.Ls
1s6.9 2.s7
L26.8 1.84

198.6 3.30
178 .1 2.97
I84.4 3 . 93

226.6 3.38
23I.7 4.0l
253.8 4.2L
20L.2 3 .27
180. 9 2.93
L92.4 3.79
2L6.3 4.L7

183.6 3.36
L52.4 2.84
139. B 2.59

L.34 L.46 L.37
L.79 2.09 1.88
2.00 2.28 2.05
2.29 L.92 2 .24
2.27 2.2L 2.Ls
1.6s ]. 88 1.68

L.62 2.L4 1. 83
2. 81 4.L2 3 . 19
3.66 4.68 4.01

3.52 3.80 3. s8
2.4s 2.20 2.24
3.09 3.47 3.13
2.33 2.40 2.28
2.45 2.7s 2.4s
2.48 3.13 2.73
2.30 2.39 2.L8

3.80 3.76 3.62
3.20 3.30 3.16
4.47 4.72 4.37

3.77 3.93 3.69
4.40 4.89 4.43
4.98 4.s5 4. sB
3.87 3.92 3.69
3.44 3. s6 3.3r
4.07 4.L2 3 .99
4. 81 4.33 4.44

3.68 4.01 3.68
2.87 3.0s 2.92
2.72 2.7s 2.69

Source: Agricultural Yearbook
Yearbook, L982-84.

Editing Committee,
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The Great Wall forms a dividing line becween spring and. v¡inter

r¡heat regions. The three provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning

lie north of the Great Wall. The crop which distinguishes this area

from others is spring wheat and these three provinces produce one crop

per yeat. Other rnajor crops growrr in this region include coïn,

sorghum, rice, soybeans and beans. The yields in this northern region

are quite unstable as the weather fluctuaces "o *.."h.63 However, the

largest amount of potential arable land lies in this region, with the

majorÍty being in Heilongjiang Province.

The winter ¡,¡heat region lies betv¡een the Great Ltall and the Qin

Mountain-Funiu MounEain-Huai River line. This region consists of two

rnunicipalities: Beijing and Tianjin; and five provinces: Shandong,

shanxi, Hebei, Henan and shaanxi. Besides winter v¡heaË, Lhe other

crops produced, v¡ith roulticropped indices of 130 to 160 percent, are

corn, nillet and miscellaneous dryland grains. This region is also a

major cotÈon growing area. Grain yield in this region is higher in the

east and lower in the west, mainly due to the difference in

precipitation.

The wheat-rice region is between the ein Mountain-Funiu

Mountain-Huai River and the Yangtze River. The three provinces in this

region are Hubei, Anhui and Jiangsu. However, as the boundaries of

these provinces are nots consistent r,¡ith the dividing lines among

agricultural regions, the northern part of these three provinces lies

in the winter wheat region and the southern part in the double rice

region. Because of data restrictions, the three provinces must be

63M.rlti.topping indices and grain yíelds are shown in Table 10.
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considered as a unified region. The multicropping index ranges from

L77 to 200 percent in this region. I,Iinter wheat and. rice account for

67 to 75 percent of the total grain sowrr area in this region. Other

major grain crops are corn, potatoes, soybeans and miscellaneous

crops. The grain yield in this region is quite high, from 3.16 tonnes

per hectare sowrr in Anhui to 4.37 tonnes in Jiangsu. cotton and rape-

seed are oËher crops gror,Jrr in this region.

South of the Yangtze River is the double rice region (excluding

three southwest provinces: sichuan, Guizhou and yunnan, which form the

southwest rice region) . The double rice region has five provinces:

Hunan, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Guangdong, Fujian; and the Shanghai

municipality; and the Guangxi Zhuang Nationality Autonomous Region.

Rice is the dominant crop sown in this area as Ít accounts from 71.4

percent of the total grain area in Guangxi to 89.5 percent Ín Jiangxi.

The multicropping index is very high here. only in Fujian and. Guangxi

is it berow 200 percent and this is due to mountains in the t\^ro

provinces. It reaches its peak of 253.8 percent in Zhejiang Province.

The average grain yíeld in this region is about 4 tonnes per hectare

SOI¡in afea.

The last region to be considered, the southwest rice region,

consisEs of three provinces: Sichuan, Guizhou and yunnan. As it lies

between the TibeÈan Plateau and Yangtze River Valley and Zhu River

valley, there are many mountains, hil1s and basins in this region.

Rice accounts for about one-third of total grain sowrr area, other crops

are corn, potaloes and miscel-Ianeous crops. The mulcicropping index

ranges from L40 percent in Yunnan to 183.6 percent in Sichuan. The
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average yield is 2.7 tonnes per hecLare sowr. area in yunnan, 3 tonnes

in Guizhou and 3.7 connes in Sichuan.

These six agricultural regions form the base on which regional

models are to be built in this study. Although there are many differ-

ences within any individual region or province, each region is

characterízed by major grain types, climate, yield, and murticropping

indices. These similarities are important in the further development

of grain production. Furthermore, as only six years (L979-84) of

provincial data are awailable, a pooled time-series and cross-sectional

model has to be used to achieve an acceptable level of statistical

significance.

The common factors considered in the delineation of the regions

are likely to result in similar responses to policy changes within one

region. There are t$¡o additional factors which may influence grain

production in response to a policy change such as a variation in the

price ratio of grains to cash crops. one is average grain production

per capita in the rural area; another is the percentage of grain area

in total soI,Jrt area. These two factors combined will largely determine

to rr¡hat extent the production in one province can be shifted from grain

to cash crops, or vice-versa. However, these two criteria are not in

confrict r¿ith the division of the six regions.64 rn the pastoral

region, the percentage of grain area in total so\,Jrr area is usually over

80 percent, with xinjiang at 68 percent as an exception (where there is

a major cotton area). The grain productíon per rural capita usually is

lower in the pastoral region, about 200 to 400 kg, with Xinjiang and

645.. Tab1e 11.
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Table 11

Grain Production Per Rural Population
to Total Sor,¡n Area

and Proportion of Grain
( leB3 )

Regions and
Provínces

Grain Productíon Per
Rural Population

Proportion of Grain to
Total Sown Area

Pastoral
Nei Monggol
Ningxia
Xinj iang
Xizan
Qinghai
Gansu
Spring lfheat
Heilongj iang
Jilin
Liaoning
I^Iinter i^Iheat
Beij ing
TÍanj in
Shandong
Shanxi
Hebei
Henan
Shaanxi
Ifheat Rice
Hubei
Anhui
Jiangsu
Double Rice
Jiangxi
Hunan
Zhej iang
Guangdong
Guangxi
Fuj ian
Shanghai
Southwest Rice
Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan

----kg-

404.3
50L.7
5L4.2
2L2.6
283.2
330. 8

820.4
1,061.9

7L2.9

63s.6
449.4
504. I
433.3
4L5.2
4s2.6
409.9

s77 .8
476.s
622.3

546.0
572.7
5L8.2
4L0.6
4]-5.9
420.2
428.6

472.6
299.L
332.3

- -percent

82.9
82.L
68.4
90. 3

80. 6

82 .6

84. I
88.1
84. 8

83 .0
83 .0
74.3
81. 3
79.6
82.0
B5 .0

7L.s
77 .4
7s.7

67 .9
70.0
76.0
79.6
82.9
85.8
62 .6

84 .6
79.4
87 .5

Source: Calculated from Agricultural Yearbook
China's Aericultural Yearbook. 1984.
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Ningxia over 500 kg as exceptions. rn the spring wheat region, the

percentage of grain in toLal sorun area rarrges from 84 to 88 percenÈ and

average per rurar capita grain production, 700 to 1,050 kg. rn the

r,¡inter wheat region the share of grain area is 80 to 85 percent, with

Shandong at 74 percent as an excepLion (which is also a major cotton

production area). rn this region, the average grain output per rural

eapica ranges 400 ro 500 kg, wirh the exceprion of Beijing ar 635 kg.

In the wheat rice region, the percentage of grain area Ís anywhere from

7L.5 xo 77.4 percent and average outpur 475 xo 622 kg. rn the double

rice region, the grain area is 68 to 86 percent and average output 410

to 570 kg, respeetively. rn the southwest rice region, the figures are

B0 to 87.5 percent and 300 to 470 kg, respectivery. rt seems clear

that, although there are differences in terms of the percentage of

grain area and average grain output per rural capita within any

individual region, they are small enough, compared v¡ith those among

various regions, that a region may be expected Eo react more or less as

a whoIe.

These two factors (grain area and per rurar capita output) are

important because most grain output is consumed by producers them-

selves. only when farmers have a surplus of grain can they shíp the

surplus or shift to cash crops. The percentage of grain area r/¡as

particularly important in the early 1980's as there were fixed quotas

on grain, rapeseed and cotton procurement. I,Ihen grain production dra-

matically increased and the double-price system (quota and above-quota

prices) was in effect, a provínce such as Shandong could take advantage

of lower procurement quoEas on cotton to shift land to cotton
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production and then get a higher percentage of the above-quota prices.

In L979, the grain sowrr area accounted for 82 percent of total sown

area in shandong and then declined to 74.3 percent in 19g3, mosg of it

r'¡ent to cotton production. Some provinces such as Jiangsu could not

transfer sown areas so easily because its percentage of grain to Lotal

area was relatively low (72.8 percent in Lg79) and hence it had a

higher procurement quota on both grain and cotton.

Since the double pricing was abolished in 1985, rhis additional

advantage will eventually disappear. However, as long as the chinese

still largely depend on local grain production, the average grain

ouËpuu and the percentage of grain to cocal area will conËinue to play

an important rore in determining the change of grain sowrr area.

A pooled time-series and cross-sectional economic production model

wilr be specified and estimaLed for each of the six regions. The

results of these models will give a more accurate picture of the

factors affecting productÍon and they will permiü an analysis of the

regional differences in crop production and consumption which may have

an effect on trade in grains.

3.5. Trends in the Near Future

The analyses of pocencial trends are based on the assumption that

the current goverrunent polícies will continue to be in effect or that

at least changes will be in the same direction as those ímplemented in

the early 1980's.

The potential trend in grain area is discussed fÍrst, To analyze

grain area or total sowrl area in China, it must be borne in mind that

the potential arable land in china is very limited. According to a
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study by the Chinese government's Bureau of Land Management (Ministry

of Agricurture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery), the potential for

expanded acteage is only about 10 million hectares or 10 percent of

total exísting arable land. To reclain this land would require a Large

amount of investment and it is highly unlikely that it will be carried

out in the near fuËure.

on the contrary, the arable land seems to be decreasing at an

acceleraËing rate. The combined populauion and economic growth have

put extreme pressure on land use in China.

under current population policy, the net growth rate of Lotal

population has declined to about I percent annually. There were two

population growth peaks in the late 1950's and nid l-960's. people born

in those two periods are still in their child-bearing age. Those born

in the mid and late 1960's are going to create another population

growth peak. Therefore, it is unlikely that uhe net growth rate will

decline any further. Taking I percent as a probable rate, the absolute

populatíon growth figure will be at least 10 million a year which would

result in about 0.2 mitlion hectares of arable land shifting to nonfarm

use yearly.

The economic growth requires more and more land to be used for

industries, transportaLion, residence, conmerce, recreation, etc, Most

of the land will come from reducing arable land in the more developed

areas, hence higher productivity.

The íncreasing incomes in China will stimulate a greater desire

for improved living standards which will result in additional land

being shifted to nonfarm use in the rural areas. For example,
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according to the People's DailJ¡ (Novernber 8, L9B5), the amount of newly

built home consLruction in the rural areas v/as 3.5 billion square

meters over the L979-85 period. These homes are partly replacing old

ones but, as average housing area has increased by 5.5 square mecers

per capit",65 "nd as population has increased, housing alone would have

required about 0.44 mitlion additional hectares (only for buildings).

Also, better housing requíres more affilíated area. On the other hand,

construction for public usage and industrial usage accounted for more

than 6,000 hectares per year over the same time period.

The government's rural development policy may have enhanced this

trend in land use and it is likely to enhance it even furEher in the

near future. As a resulc of recent agricultural development, more and

more of the rural labour force needs to shift to other sectors. To

avoid the problems which usually occur in large cities, and probably in

paru to avoid the burden of providing food to an increasing urban

population (which requires transportation and retailing subsidies), the

government is now carrying out a policy to control the size of large

cities and üo develop smal1 to!¡ns. Farmers will be separated from the

land but not from the countryside. This means that farmers r"¡ill shift

to small indusËry, Lhe service sector, etc., but still live in rural

areas and buy food direetly from the free market. This policy may have

many significant social and economic advantages but from the point of

vieru of land use, it may result in an accelerated decline in arable

land, particularly since the total average land per capita for

65China's Statistical Yearbook 1984
Abstract 1985.
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residence use in small towrrs or villages is tv¡ice as large as in

cities.66

The government has announced that transporËation and energy

production v¡iII be given first priority in the economy, and boch of

these activities may require a large amount of arable land. Thus, the

shifting of arable land to nonfarm uses is likely to continue and quiEe

possibly to be accelerated in the coming decades.

As the amount of arable land in production v¡ill decline, so will

the total sorerr area, and this may decrease even faster. The amount of

total so!ùn area ís different from arable land rnainly due to multi-

cropping but the index of multicropping cannoE be increased very much

because of both technical and economic restrictions. It has already

declined frorn l-49 percent in L979 xo L46 percenr in 1983.

The grain sowrr area may be further influenced by the grain pur-

chasing price and the price ratio of grain to major cash crops such as

cotton and oilseeds. As china vras a large edible oil and cocton

importer in the late 1970's, the prices of Ëhese crops were raised and

their ratio to grain increased. This led to a relatively faster

decline in grain area compared to the total area. However, as China

suddenly became a large cotton exporÈer in 1983 and oilseeds have been

in surplus since 1983, their relative prices are going back to che 1978

Ievel. Inasmuch as the government declared in 1985 its inEention to

reduce the amount of coLton purchased through contract, the cotton so\^rrr

area will drop sharply. This may not increase grain's share of total

acreage however. The new government policy of using contracLed

66B.rruru of Land Management, unpublíshed research paper.
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purchasing instead of guota procurement, and the unified price instead

of double pricing for quota and above quota purchasing, is rikery co

reduce the actual grain purchasing price. This already had an impact

on the amount of r,¡heaË product.ion in 1985 as in many areas both sown

area and yield declined.

However, in the foreseeable future, the price ratio of grain to

maj or cash crops is likely to increase once more, arbeit onry

slightly. Several major cash crops such as cot.ton and oilseeds are now

also in surplus and the demand for them is more restricted than that

for grain. For grain, the demand will contÍ.nue to increase and as the

free market will play a more and more importanL role, Ehe actual

average grain price received by farmers will increase steadily.

But, the effect of price is not likely to offset. the influences

analyzed earlier and the rate of decline in grain sowrt area may be as

fast as it v¡as ln the past few years, if not faster.

0n the other hand, grain yield ís tikery to increase contin-

uously. First of arr, the policy changes afrer L978 srill have the

potential to push it further. Second, the increasing importance of the

free market, although it has a negative impact on area, may have a

posiciwe impact on yield as it will contribute to the efficiency of

grain production. The unified contracted price r.¡i11 also improve

efficiency as it is no longer possible for any region to take advantage

of a relatively lower quota level and a higher average prÍce

level. The allocation of land to grain production v¡il1 be more

efficíent in future years. Third, the actual price is likely to

íncrease. As the subsidies for food have in the past accounted for
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about 20 percent of the government budget revenue, a significant

increase in the government purchasing price is not likely to occur in

the near future. However, as the free market price is substantially

higher than the government purchasing price, the actual price received

by farmers will increase. Furthermore, the government has declared

that it will gradually decrease food rationing to urban residents and

to farmers who are rnainly invorved in nongrain production. Thus, the

free market will enlarge its share in grain food retailing, which will

push up Èhe average price of grain. Finally, the rapid increase of net

income will accelerate investment by farmers and contribute to fur¡her

increases in yie1d.

rn summary, as in the past six years, the grain area will continue

to decline and the yield wilt increase. Total grain production will

depend on these relaËive magnitudes. rn 1985, the government con-

tracted price v¡as lowered from its 1984 level. rt had a negative

impact on both area and yield so total production declined. poor

v¡eather vras also a factor in the decline. Studies reported in Chinese

nel¡spapers and magazines show that from ¡oid 1985 oD, public opinion

towards grain production shifted from that of "surplus" to "still not

enough". rt is reasonable to expect some ne\{ poricy in favour of grain

production, or at least no further policy changes to encourage the

further decline of grain producËion.
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4. Production Models

4.1. A National Production Model

As discussed in previous chapters, the governmenc policies have a

direct and significant impact on China's grain production, consumption

and trade. This chapter will measure the policy impact on grain

production explicicly by taking policy i.nstrurnents as major variables

in modellíng boLh national and regional grain production.

From the above discussion, the polieies concerning population

control, grain purchasing prices and the price ratio of grain to cash

crops play very important roles in determining Che grain so\¡rrl areas and

yields. An íncrease in population will reduce the total arable land

and hence tend Ëo reduce grain sowrt axea. An increase in grain

purchasing prices or the príce ratio of grains to cash crops will tend

to encourage an increase in grain sorerr area. Such an increase is also

likely to increase yields as it encourages more inputs and better

practice through stimulated incentiwes. Besides, better inputs (higher

qualities of new seeds, fertilizers, etc.) and better cropping patterns

may be developed as the result of technological progress. One way to

consider technologieal advances is by taking time as ics proxy; this

method will be used in this study. Thus, the tentative model consists

of the following three equations:

A : f(Pop, PB, Pr)

Y : f(Pg, Pr, t)

Q:A*Y

where:

(1)

(2)

(3)

A : grain sor.rTt area;
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Pop : population;

Pg - grain purchasing prices;

Pr - price ratio of grain to cash crops;

y : graín yield;

t : time trend; and

q : grain outpuE.

However, it is difficult to estimate Chína's grain sown area with

equation (1). Although equation (1) is theoretically appropriate, it

must be urodified under china's circumstances. Before L979, the price

instrument had little influence on the decision making concerning grain

sown area. For the central planning authority, the main concern \,¡as

the self-sufficiency in grain supply and the method used to achieve

this goal lras the direct control over sowrr area at that time.

Production units vTere assigned a mandatory area plan and they were

required Eo fulfill it so they could not adjust sown area when price

changed. This method has been proved inefficient and has failed to

stimulate higher production but it is quite efficient in controlling

the sown area.

Population growth and economic development demand more land for

nonfarm uses. Hov¡ewer, this trend was offset by land reclamation in

the 1950's and early 1960's and intensive multicropping since the early

1960's. From L952 to L965, the Lotal reclaimed farrn land was 18.8

million hecEares, which accounts roughly for 19 percent of total arable

land. Since the early 1960's, the double rice cropping system was

introduced into practice and it increased sor,rrr area, given the quantity
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of farm land. Thus, the total arable land and the total grain sown

area qrere kept constanE during the past 30 year period.

Since the late 1970's, there r¿as little potential arable land left

and the level of multicropping had gone beyond the optimal point under

the political pressures of the radical policy. The sowrr area to grain

began to decline in L979 under Lhe new policies. As farmers have more

freedom to decide their own production, the level of multicropping has

declíned. As there is no newly reclaimed land, the sown area continues

Ëo decrease because the population keeps increasing.

The price instruments have certainly influenced the determination

of the grain sowrl area since L979. However, as the sor^¡Tr area was

subject to quantitacive control before L979, and as the time period

since L979 is too short to estimate an econometric model with three

exogenous wariables, only population will be used to measure the

corresponding changes in Lhe grain sowrr a'rea in order to achieve an

acceptable level of statistical significance. Using one exogenous

variable in this model, which has only five observations, not only

maximizes the degree of freedom to obtaín maximr¡m significance in

hypothesis tests, but also solves the problem of multicollinearity as

the three variables in equation (1) are highly collinear in the five

year period.

Population is chosen as the determinant variable because the

arable land ís fixed. The government wants to stabilize arable land,

especially the grain so\rrr area, and many measures have been taken to

bring this abouE. Howewer, the population growth v¡ill inevitably shift

farm land into nonfarm usage. Therefore, the rate of decline in area
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ln

ls

farm land partly depends on how successful the population control

Assuming a

follows Ì{ith only

A:.0+alPop+e

Given the data for the

results using ordinary least

follows:

î: zze.6 - o.n Pop
(10.04) (-4.e6)

linear functfon forrn, equation (f) is simplifÍed as

one exogenous variable:

(4)

time period LgTg-84,67 the empirical

squares estimation procedures are as

F - 24.57 n2 : O.eg Dr^r - 1.53

where so\^rrr area A is in million hectares and population, Pop, is in

million persons. Figures in parentheses are t-ratios.

These empirical results support our hypothesis that the population

growth will reduce grain so\,irt area. It indicates that if the

population continues to grovr at 10 million per year as it has been

recently, the grain sown area will keep declining at the rate of 1.1

million hectares yearly. This is a serious problem that the Chinese

will have to deal with for many years to corne.

Unlike soÍrrr axea, the grain yield can be estimated using data

before L979. Yield is influenced by both the quantity of inputs and

the efficiency in using inputs. Therefore, price instruments would

influence yield through incentives even under quantitative control.

However, the sharp decline of grain production in the early 1960's is

675t"t" Statistical Bureau,
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noc relevant in understanding

prices.

the relationship between yields and

That policy failure has no connection rvith price instruments. If

we assume that Ëhe same místake will not happen in the future, the

proPer base year is 1965 when China recovered from the disaster of the

early 1960's.

To avoid the problem of multicollinearity, the price ratio has to

be excluded as a factor. Assuming a linear function form, equation (2)

becomes:

Y:bO+b1Pg+b2c+e (s)

where Pg is the grain purchasing príce index adapted from the

statistical Data of china's commerce and prices.68 This data series is

a weighted average of the quota price, above-quota price and the

negotiaLed price (free market price), and is more appropriate than the

price index in the Statistical Yearbook, which only includes quota

price and does not reflect the changes in above-quota premium and the

share of above-quota deliveries. rn the equation, t represents a time

trend which equates to 1, 2, 3, 19 to years 1965, L966,

The empirical resultss using o.I.s. are as follows:

i : r.o6 + o.oo3 Pg + o.06 r
(1r.4) (4.7s) (8.36)

F : 284.2 s2 : O.gl Dr^r : 1.64

where the yield Ç ir i.r' tonnes/hectare.

,1983

68corr.a.e and Price Department, State
Statistical Data of China's Commerce and PrÍces,
House, Beijing, 1984 (see Table L2 for the price

Statistical Bureau,
Statistical Publishing
indexes).
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Table 12

Grain Purchasing Price Index
(res2 - 100)

Year Index Year Index

195 3
L954
19 s5
19s 6

L9s7
19s8
19 s9
19 60
t_961
L962
19 63
L964
19 65
L966
L967
1968

LLz.9
LLz.9
113.1
LLs.2
l-16 . 5
1-19 . 5

T2L.L
Lzs.O
2L6 .6
228.8
190.4
L70.4
L70.4
L92.2
191. s
190.0

L969
L970
L97L
L972
L973
L97 4
L97s
L97 6
L977
L978
L979
19 80
19 81
L982
198 3

189.1
L87 .2
L94 -5
L97.0
19s.8
199 .0
201. 3

2L3.4
zLT.7
2L3.3
278.3
301. 7

331.0
343 .6
379.0

Source: Commerce and Price Department, State Statistical Bureau.
Statistical Data of China,s Commerce anrl Prices, Statistical
Publishing House, Beijing, L984, p. 4OZ.
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This rnodel fits the data quite vrell. It indicates that when the

price index increases by one percencage point, the yierd per hectare

will increase three kilograms and the yield will increase 60 kilograms

yearly as the result of technological progress.

The estimated production is the produet of the estimated area and

yield. Comparisons of estimated and actual figures are presented in

Table 13.

Table 13

Comparison of Estimated and Actual Grain ProducLion

L979 1980 1981 L9B2 1983

Population
(millions) 975 .42 987 .05 1,000. 72 L,OL5 .42 I,024.95

Estimated Area
(nillion ha) 118.7 LL7.4 115.8 LL4.2 tt3.l

Actual Area
(nillion ha) 11-9. 3 LL7 .2 115.0 113 . 5 1l_4. 0

Price Index 278.3 301.7 331.0 343.6 319.0
Estimated Yield

(tonnes/ha) 2.79 2.93 3 .07 3 .L7 3 .34
Actual Yield

(tonnes/ha) 2.78 2.74 2.83 3.LZ 3.40
Estimated Output

(mmc) 332.8 344.0 355 . 5 362.0 371 .B
Actual Output

(ruot) 332.1 320.6 325.0 354.5 387.3
Difference

(m¡nt) 0.7 23.4 30.5 7 .5 -9.5

Source: Estimated

The standard error between estimated and actual output is 18 mmt,

which is about 5 percent of total production. Large differences
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occurred when the total production dropped in 1980 and 1981 when the

rising price index suggests that there should have been an increase.

Thus, the model seems to be able to track the trend in grain production

with a reasonable degree of reliability.

4.2. Regíonal Model

In Èhe above national model, as discussed, equations (1) and (Z)

have to be subscitsuted with equations (4) and (5) because of data

constraints. In modelling regional production, it is even more

difficulc to apply theoretically appropriate models. Population dara

at the provincial level are available only for three years, so equation

(4) cannot be applied in the regional model as the time period is too

short to derive sLatistically significant estimates.

One alternative is to use the area data for the first year and the

last year to calculate the compound growth rate. This method depends

only on the figures for the first year and Ëhe last year, hence the

random disturbanees in these two years will LargeLy influence the

reliability of the results. Another alternative is to use Ëhe

population growEh index as the exogenous variable against area, which

implicitly assumes that the growth of population is expected to be

roughly the same among regions. This assumption may be true because of

the immobility of the Chinese population. Then, to reduce the

ínfluence of random disturbance, provincial data are grouped into

regional data. Equation (4) ís modified as follows:

Ai : COi + Cli Pop ind + e1

where,

A1 : grain so\.rrr area in region i (million ha) ;

(6)
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Pop ind : national population growth index r¿ith 1979 : 100

The empirical results from o.l.s. esEimat.ion are as follows in Table

t4:

Table l-4

Regression Coefficients of Regional Area Model

Region coi cti. R2

Pastoral

Spring llheat

\"Iinter Ilheat

Ilheat-Rice

Double-Rice

Southwest Rice

23.67 -0.131 0.889
(2.87) (-8.23s)

2L.34 -0.071 0. 596
(3.8e) (-1.337)

82.78 -0 .484 0. 883
(2.7Ls) (-1.628)

20.24 -0.024 0.118
(4. 860) ( -0. ses)

47 .07 -0.221 0.823
(3.264) (-L.572)

27.4s -0.111 0.701
(3.4e1) (-1.4s0)

Figures in parentheses in Table L4 are t-ratios. The estimated

coefficients of equation (6) indicate that as population increases, the

grain sowrr area decreases in all regions. The rates of decline in

grain sovrrr area are different among regions. The estimated parameters

are not very signifÍcant as most of the t-ratios are around -1.5. But

nevertheless the differences between the expected areas and the actual

ones are quice small. The standard error ís about 1 percent of the

actual sowrr area for each region (see Table 15). It means when
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Comparison of

Table 15

EsËimated and Actual Sou¡n Area

L979 1980 l_981 L982 1983

Pastoral Resion
Estinated Area
Actua1 Area^A
Difference A -
on- la
on-L / ÃD

10. s7 10.41
L0.67 10.3s
-0. 10 0.06

L4 .24 14. 15
14. 31 14. 06
-0.07 0.09

34. 38 33. 80
34 .63 33 .7 s
-0 .25 0. 05

L7 .84 17. 81
17 .96 L7 .7s
-0.L2 0.06

24.97 2/+.70
2s .22 24.59
-0 .25 0. 1l

10.23 10.03
10.11 10.00
0. 12 0.03

L4.06 13.95
13.93 L3.79
0. 13 0. 16

33.L2 32.40
33 .04 3L.94

0 .08 0 .46

L7 .78 L7 .74
L7.s9 17.67
0. 19 0.07

24.40 24.06
24.L3 24.08
0.27 -0.02

9.90
9 -99

-0.09
0.096
0. 0094

13.88
13.99
-0. 11

0. 130
0.0093

31. 91
32.42
-0.51

0.367
0.011

L7 .72
17.8s
-0.13

0. 137
0.0077

23.84
24.03
-0.19

0.2L4
0. 0088

15. 78
Ls.77
0.01

0.L52
0. 009s

fI

ä

Sprins tJheat Resion
EstimaËed Area A
Actual Area^A
Difference A - A
øn-1
on-L / A

I^Iinter Wheat Resion
Estimated Area A
Actual Area^A
Difference A - A
øn- l-
on_y / L

Wheat Ríce Resion
Estimated Area A
Actual Area^A
Difference A - A
øn-1
on-t / Ã

Double Rice Resion
EstimaËed Area A
Actual Area^A
Difference A - A
øn- I
on-L / A

Southv¡est Rice RRgion
Estimated Area A
AcLuaI Area^A
Difference A - A
øn- 1
o.--¡ / A

16.3s L6.22
L6.49 ls.96
-0.L4 0.26

16.06 15.89
16.13 L5.92
-0.07 -0.03

Sources: "or,-l : :(Â-Ð2/(n-r)
oorr-, : dn-1

ZA/n

This static measures the ratio of the standard deviation to the
sample mean.

N.B. Sowrr areas are calculated from figures in China's Agricultural
Yearbooks and the population indices are calculated from year-end
population data in china's statiscical Yearbook 1984. They are 100.0,
101.2, L02.6, 104.1 and 105.1 for L979, 1980, 1981, LggZ and 1983,
respecLively. g3
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equatíon (6) is used to estimate the sowrr area in any region, the

estimated standard error is about 1 percent of the actual sown axea.

Thís relative measure of the estimated error is very small.

Equation (5) must also be modified in order to be applied to the

regional yield model. The reason is the same as for equation (4) - -

data constraints. Here we have available only five years' yield data

on a provincial base. During the five year period (1979-83), grain

purchasing prices kept increasing. If a time trend is to be used along

with the grain purchasing price index as the exogenous variable as in

the national yield mode1, not only rvill che degree of freedom be

redueed, leading to the loss of statistical significance, but also

serious mulcicollinearity will lead to unacceptable estimates. Thus,

only the grain purchasíng price index will be used in the modified

model. Further, a pooled time-series and cross-sectional model will be

used to maximize the degrees of freedom and hence the statístical

significance based on the assumption that the change in yield. in any

particular region will be the same for each province Ín the region.

The nodified equation is as follows:

m

Y - dO * ), dj Dj + dr P, + e (7)
j:2

where D's are dummy variables, equal to one for jth pro*rince and zero

for other provinces (m is the number of provinces in the region).

This equation gives each province in any parLicular region the

same regression coeffícient but a different intercept. For example,

the grain yield in the first province will be described as:

(Dj - o)

ot.

Y:dO+d1Pr+e



For the second province the

Y:(dO+d2)+d1Pr+
For the third province:

Y:(dO+d3)+dlPg+

And so on.

equaEion

e (Dz-

becomes:

1, Dj : 0 when j I 2)

e (D3:1,Dj:0whenjl3)

The empirical results are summarized in Table 16 and details are

prowided in Table 17. Comparisons of estimated and actual grain yields

for the period L979-83 are summarized in Table lB. As yields are

subject to weather conditions, they fluctuate from year to year and

thus the estimated yields are subject to errors. The fluctuation of

yields in some provinces is quite large which leads to an error in

estimates as high as 10 percent of actual yíeld in some cases.

However, for most of the provinces, the estimated errors are about 5

percent of fhe actual yields. Considering the nature of fluctuation in

grain yields, those estimates are acceptable.

The estimated production is the product of estimated area and

yield. Here we hawe estimated graÍn so\^¡n areas at the regional level

and yields aX the provincial level. To estimate regional grain

production, the estimated yields should be converted into regional

ones. This can be done by assigning a weight to the yietd of each

province. The weights are equal to the share of one province's sor,rrt

area to the regional total in each year so that the regional yields are

weighted provincíal yields.

Given the provincial sor,Jrì area data, the weighted regional yields

for the period L979-83 are calculated and listed in Table 19.
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Region/Province

Table 16

Summary of Estimates from Equation (7)

Intercept d1

Pas toral
Nei Monggol
Ningxia
Xinj iang
Xizang
Qinghai
Gansu
Spring Ilheac
Heilongj iang
Jilin
Liaoning
Ilinter Wheat
Beij ing
Tianj in
Shandong
Shanxi
Hebei
Henan
Shaanxi
Ilheat Rice
Hubei
Anhui
Jiangsu
Double Rice
Jiangxi
Hunan
Zhej iang
Guangdong
Guangxi
Fuj ian
Shanghai
Southwest Rice
Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan

0.25
0 .70
0. 91
L.23
1.03
0. 63

-0.74
0.27
L.2s

2.00
0. B6
L.57
0 .64
0.91
1. 1s
0 .64

0. 68
0. 15
L.4L

L.79
2.46
2.77
L.7 6

1. 60
2.09
2 .67

1.26
0.48
0. 30

0.003ls
0.003ls
0.003ls
0.003ls
0.00315
0.0031s
0.0031s
0.00806
0.00806
0.00806
0.00806
0.00441
0.00441
0.00441
0.00441
0.00441
0.0044L
0.00441
0.00441_
0.00837
0.00837
0.00837
0.00837
0 .00s37
0.00s37
0 .00537
0.00537
0.00s37
0.00s37
0 .00s37
0.00537
0.00681
0.00681
0.00681
0.00681

Source: Estimated.
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Table 17

Estimated Parameters for Regional Yield Models

Parameter Pastoral
Spring
I^Iheat

I.Iinter
Wheat

Ilheat
Rice

Double Southwest
Rice Rice

d6

d2

d3

d4

d5

d6

d7

dt

R2
F

0.25
(0. Br)
0 .4s

(4. 0s )
0.66

(s.e2)
0.98

(8. B0)
o.7B

(7.00)
0.38

(3.3e)

0.003ls
(3.41)
0.82

L7.99

-0.74
(-0.7s)

r.01
(4.00)
(1. ee)
(7.8e)

0. 00806
(2.7L)
0.86

23.L9

2.00
(6.07)
-L.L4

(-e.04)
-0.44

(-3.46)
-L.27

(-e.se)
-l-.09

(-8.6s)
-0.8s

(-6.76
-r.37

(-10.8)
0.00441

(4.s3)
0.88

28.s7

0. 68
(1.14)
-0. 53

(-3.46)
(0.73)
(4 .7 s)

L.79
(3.33)

o .67
(3.2s)
0. 9B

(4 .7 6)
-0.03

(-0.17)
-0.19

(-0.e2)
0.29

(L.42)
0. 88

(4.28)
0.00s37

(3.38)
0.73

10.66

r.26
(3. B6)
-0.79

(-e.42)
-0.96

(-11. s)

0.00837
(4 .64)
0.89

29.85

0.00681
(6.30)
0.9s

66.07

Source: Estimated-
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Table 18

Comparison of Estimated and Actual Yietds

Province T97 9 19 80 198 1 L982 1983

YY^YYY^^^YYYYY

Nei Monggol
Ningxia
Xinj iang
Xizang
Qinghaí
Gansu
Heilongj iang
Jilin
Liaoning
Beij ing
Tianj in
Shandong
Shanxi
Hebei
Henan
Shaanxi
Hubei
Anhui
Jiangsu
Jiangxi
Hunan
Z}:.ejíang
Guangdong
Guangxi
Fuj ian
Shanghai
Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan

I.L2 I.26
1.58 1.38
L.79 L.73
2.Lr 2.05
r.91 1.95
1. sl 1.55
1. s0 1_.98
2.sI 2.5L
3.49 3.s9
3 .23 3 .09
2.09 2.37
2.80 2.83
2.02 2.23
2.L4 2.30
2.38 2.36
1.87 2.L2
3 .01 3 .37
2.48 2.56
3.74 3.93
3.28 3.38
3.9s 3.89
4 .26 4 .68
3.25 3. 11
3.09 2.87
3.58 3.53
t+ .L6 5 .06
2.52 3 .L2
L.74 2.45
1. 56 2.T5

r .20 L.02 L.29
L.6s L.62 L.74
L.86 I.79 1.9s
2.L8 2.54 2.27
1. 98 1. 88 2.O7
1.58 1.67 L.67
1.69 2.00 1.93
2 .70 2.44 2.94
3.68 3.80 3.92
3.33 3.39 3.46
2.L9 2.46 2.32
2.90 2.8I 3.03
2.I2 L.96 2.2s
2.24 2.03 2.37
2.48 2.42 2.6L
I.97 L.76 2.L0
3.2r 2.87 3.4s
2 .68 2 .42 2 .92
3.94 3.70 4.L8
3 .4L 3.29 3.57
4.08 3.90 4.24
4.39 4.2L 4. ss
3.38 3.40 3.s4
3.22 3.0L 3.38
3.71 3.68 3.87
4.29 3.77 4.45
3.37 3.28 3.51
2.53 2.68 2.73
2.35 2.4L 2.55

r.32 1.33
L.77 L.7I
1. 88 L.99
2.sL 2.3L
L.96 2.LL
L.52 L.7L
L.72 2.03
2.63 3.04
3.70 4.02
3.t+L 3.52
2.06 2.38
2.84 3.09
2.L2 2.3L
2.Ls 2.43
2.s7 2.67
1. 84 2.L6
3.30 3.s6
2.97 3 .03
3.93 4.29
3.38 3.64
4.01 4.3L
4.2L 4.62
3.27 3.61
3.93 3.4s
3.79 3.94
4.L7 4.s2
3.36 3.60
2.46 2.82
2.s9 2.64

I.34 L.44 I.46
L.79 1. 89 2.09
2.00 2.LO 2.28
2.29 2.42 I.92
2.27 2.22 2.2I
1 . 65 L.B2 1. BB

L.62 2.3L 2.L4
2.8L 3.32 4.12
3 .66 4 .30 4 .68
3.s2 3.67 3.80
2.45 2.53 2.20
3.09 3.24 3.47
2.46 2.46 2.40
2.s3 2.s8 2.7s
2.48 2.82 3.13
2.30 2.3L 2.39
3.80 3.8s 3.76
3.20 3.32 3.30
4.47 4.s8 4.72
3.77 3.83 3.93
4.40 4.50 4.89
4.98 4.81 4.ss
3.87 3.80 3.92
3.44 3.64 3.56
4.07 4.r3 4.L2
4. 81 4 .7L 4.33
3.68 3.84 4.0L
2.87 3.06 3.0s
2.12 2.88 2.ts

Source: Y's are estimated and Y's from China's Agricultural Yearbook, 1980-
84.
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Table 19

Weighted Regional Yields

Region L97 9 19 B0 19 81 L982 1983

(tonnes per hectare)--

Pastoral
Spring Llheat
Ilinter l^Iheat
I^Iheat Rice
Double Rice
Southv¡est Rice

L.4s
2.3L
2.34
3.08
3.s7
2.L8

l. s3
2.38
2.44
3.29
3 .70
2.97

t.62
2.63
2.57
3 .53
3.96
3.L7

1. 6s
2.74
2 .67
3.64
4.03
3.26

L.76
3 .02
2.82
3.91
4.22
3.s0

I,ieighted YieId :)Ai
)Ai

Source: Estimated.
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I^Ieighred Yield -
2J

ÐAi

where Ai is the actual area of trithrr province .rra Çi the estimated

yield in that province.

Then, the estimated grain production can be calculated and

compared with actual production in that tíme period (see Tab1e 20).

The estirnated standard error f.or the national total is 17 mrnt, which is

approximately equal to 5 percent of actual produetion as in the

national model. This indicates that the models fíc the data reasonably

well.

One should be more cautious v¡hen applying the regional yield

equation to make projections into the future. The esti-mated regression

coefficients of yields on the price index are 0.004 - 0.008 for mosr

regions. Compared with 0.003 for the national model, these figures may

lead to an overestimation of grain yields in the future if grain prices

are expected to increase.

However, the regional models can be used to analyze changes in the

share of grain production of each region and hence changes in the grain

output mix. This may help us to analyze the potential grain trade mix

in the future. Also, when more data are available, the regional models

will presumably give better estimates on China's grain producLion than

the naEional model.

Ai Yi
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Table 20

Comparison of Grain Production by Region

Region L97 9 19 80 198 I L982 1983

Pastoral

Spring i.rlheat

I^iinter llheat

trlheat Rice

Double Rice

Southwest Rice

National Total

- -million metric

ls.33 ls.93 16.s7
ls.96 Ls.47 Is.90

32.89 33 . 68 36 .98
3s.60 3s.43 33.33

80.4s 82.47 85 .L2
84.08 78.22 79.65

54.95 58.59 62.76
59 .s4 s3 .48 60.06

89.L4 9L.39 96.62
90.77 87 .87 86. s8

3s .64 48 .t7 50 . 91
46.L7 47 .78 49 .s0

308.40 330.23 348.96
332.I2 3]-8.224 325.02

tons -

16.55 L7 .42
L6 .64 18.2s

38.22 4L.92
33.02 4s.L2

86.51 89 .99
84.02 95 . 88

64.57 69 .29
67 .85 70. 5l

96 .96 100. 60
98. s6 100.86

sl. B0 55 .23
s3.35 56.66

3s4.6L 374.4s
353 .434 387 .28

a
a

a
a

a
a

a
a

a
a

a
a

a
a

aIn this tab1e,
Agricultural Yearbooks
for 1980 and I9B2 are
l98I+.

actual production figures are adopted from China's
(for provincial data). However, the national totals
different from those in the Statistical Yearbook.
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5. Consumption ModeIs

5.1. Grain ConsumpLion in Urban Areas

Grain, v¡hich can be consumed in different ways, is an important

necessícy in the daily life of individuals. Grain can be direccly

consumed by human beings. It can also be consumed indirectly in forms

of meat, which is the animal product transformed from feed grain, and

spirics, which are produced with grain as the main input. rn china,

the direct consumption of food grain is the most important source of

nutrition intake and energy, and by far the largest component of grain

utilization. Food grain consumption accounts for more than 75 percent

of total grain production and about 85 percent of grain consumption in

today's china. Feed grain is the second largest component of grain

utilization, which craims abouü 12 to 15 percent of total grain

production. However, a sÍgnificant proportion of the total feed

requirement can be substituted with the by-product of food grain

processing. spirits do not account for a Large share of grain

utilization. The grain used to produce spirits is less than 1.5

percent of total grain production. However, spirits production is the

third largest component of total grain consumption. In absolute value,

the quantity of grain used to produce spÍrits is not significant, about

five to six mmt per year. All other possible forms of grain

consumption, such as eEE and dairy products from feed grain, are

negligible.

The consurnption levels of food grain, meat and spirits are

determined by people's personal income and the established consumption

habits. Consumption habits, in turn, are det.ermined by people's income
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ín previous years. This suggests thac the whole population should be

grouped according to the income revel per capita. Then, separate

models can be built for each group in order to evaluate the different

consumption patterns and possible changes in the future.

There exist many sources of income differences. Personal income

varies vith area, occupation, skills, education and age. personal

assets and savings in previous years also influence current income.

However, the greatest income gap among social groups exists between

urban and rural residents. In this study, the whole Chinese population

has been diwided into tvto broad groups--urban and rural resídents.

consumption rnodels will be developed for each group. In this seetion,

three consumption models--food grain, meat and spiríts--rr¡ill be built

on a per capita basis for Chinese urban residents. Although data for

meat only includes pork, they are not too much differenc from the

figures for total meat utilí-zatLon as pork production accounts for 94

percent of total neat production in China.

The three consumption models are h¡rpothesized to be represented by

the following linear functional form:

Cr:a0+a1 I¡+a2C¡_l +e

where,

(8)

C¡ - quantity of consumption per capita aL time t;

Ia - Íncome per capita at time t; and

Ct-1 - quantity of consumption per capita at time t-l

The lagged consumption ct-1 is used to take into account the

influence of past consumption (i.e., the consumption habits) on current

consump tion.
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Given Ëhe data in Tab1e 21, the results from o.l.s. estimation are

summarized in Table 22.

These three models are acceptable from a statistical point of

view, provided that the estimates can pass the hypothesis tesus, at a

significance level of at least 15 percent.

According to these models, the rever of past consumption prays an

important role in determining the current consumption level. This is

not surprising as this just reflects the pattern of people, s

consumption, especially in the case of necessity consumption such as

foods. Thus, the change in current income does not change current

consumption too much. Its full impact will be spread out over

succeeding years.

There are two acceptable methods one could use in order to take

into consideration the influence of pasË consumption on current.

consumption. one is using the lagged consumption as a proxy, as shown

in equation (8). The other is using the lagged income as a proxy.

Hor¡ever, when Èhe lagged income was applied, the results indicated. very

serious autocorrelation. Even if the income was lagged three or four

times, the empirical results still failed to pass the DW test for aII

models. This high order autocorreration suggests that the ragged

endogenous variable (lagged consumption) should be used as an exogenous

variable instead of lagged income. Thus, equation (8) is used in this

study and it gives acceptable empirical results in all models.

From the estimated coefficients, it is predicted that the

consumption of meat will increase at a faster rate than the consumption

of food grain for a given increase in personal income. The income
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Table 2l

Urban Consumption and Income per Capita

Year Grain Meat Spirits fncome

-----kilograms -yuan-

L9s2
195 3
L954
1955
L956
L9s7
195 I
195 9
t_960
L96L
L962
L963
L964
L96s
L966
L967
1968
L969
r970
I97L
L972
L973
L974
L97s
L97 6
L977
L978
L97 9
1980
198 I
L982
1983

240.3s
242.24
236.2L
2L4.4L
200.26
191.00
185 . 55
200.89
r92.s9
179.t+9
183.84
189. B6
200.05
2I0.65
20s .7 6
L99.2s
188.8s
r92.s8
20L.79
L99.45
205.96
208.0s
204 .69
209.26
2L2.02
2L0.48
205.29
2L0 .7 6
213. B8
2Ls.73
2L7 .29
22L.68

8.92
l_0.10
10.]-s

9 .6s
8.38
8.98
I .03
4.99
2.7L
L.7s
3.79
8.28

10. 80
10. 37
12.88
LL.92
LL.67
10. s3
10.7s
1_1. 19
L2.52
13 .48
L4.32
L4.92
1-3 .85
12. 88
13.70
17 .40
i_8 . 9B
l-6 . 9B

L7 .s6
18 .04

4.34
4.84
4.T5
3 .51
3.45
3.80
3.31
3.88
4.79
3.48
3.60
3.91
3.83
3.56
3. s6
3.99
4.L4
4.46
4.3s
4.64
s.1t
5.7L
5.92
7 .23
7 .52
6.9L
6 .69
7 .4L
7.7s
9.6L

10. 86
11.03

L83.2
2L9.0
2L5.L
2L2.4
233.8
242.2
23L.3
2s0.5
265.8
210.6
296.4
286.L
289.s
29L.9
311. 1
3L0.4
306.3
322.s
3L4.6
326.4
363.0
378.s
390. 6

401. s
409 .9
418. I
440.8
486.L
569.1
585.1
609.8
637.5

Source: Department of Commerce and Price, State
Statistical Data of ChÍna's Commerce and
Publishing House, Beijing, L984.

Statistical Bureau.
Prices, Statistical
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Table 22

Coefficients of Urban Consumption Models

DI.Ia2 R2aIa0Model

Food Grain

Meat

Spirirs

38.55
(2.0s)

0. 19
(0. 20)

-0.64
( -1. Bs)

0.019
(1.6e)

0.036
(1. 14)

0.002
(2.13)

0.778
(8.66)

0. 900
(e.e4)

1.019
(L4.e4)

39 .2 0 .74 L.s2

84. 8 0. 86 1.40

194.0 0. 93 2 .06

(Figures in parentheses are t-ratios.)

Source: Estimated.

elasticity of demand is estimated to be 0.032 for food grain and 1.102

for meat, at the means. These elasticity figures may be underestimated

because of the lagged variables used in the models. The lagged

variables spread Lhe income effect. over time and thus lead Lo a lovrer

regression coefficient and a lower elasticity estimate for current

income. Nevertheless, the estimated income elasticity of demand. for

meat is much higher than chat for food grain.

This is consistent with the fact that meat ís a "luxury" in china.

The models suggest that the Chinese have shifted their food consumption

towards more meat and will continue to move in the same direction if

their income keeps increasing. This will lead to increased demand for

feed grain in the future.
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5.2. Grain Consumption in Rural Areas

It can be expected that the consumption pattern in rural areas

will be similar to that in urban areas. Both current income and past

consumption will play important roles in the determination of the

currenL consumption level. Therefore, equation (8) is also applied to

the rural consumption of food grain, meaL and spirits.

Given the data in Table 23, the regression results are presented

in Table 24.

The comparison of the estimaËed a1 coefficients between food grain

consumption and meat consumption indicates that, unlike in urban areas,

rural food grain consumption will increase faster than meat consumption

in absolute value for a given increase in per capita income. However,

the percentage change of meat consumption is greater than that of food

grain consumption. The income elasticity of demand is 0.065 for food

grain and 0.261- for meat in China's rural areas. As discussed in the

previous section, these figures are underestimated. Horrrever, the large

difference between the t!¡o income elasticities indicaces that the

consumption in the rural area with income growËh will also shift

tov¡ards more meat.

A simple comparÍson of the estimates in Table 22 and Table 24

indicate Ëhat for a given increase in per capita income, food grain

consumption in the rural area will increase 5.7 times faster than in

the urban area. However, meat consumption in the rural area r^¡ill

increase about one-third of that in the urban area. This has led to

some changes in consumption levels in rural versus urban areas. The

food grain consumption leve1 was lov¡er in the rural area prior to 1980
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Table 23

Rural Consumption and Income per Capita

Year Graina Meata Spiritsa Income

L952
19s 3
1954
1955
L9s6
L957
1958
L9s9
7960
19 61
L962
]-963
L964
19 6s
1966
L967
1968
L969
L970
L97T
I972
L973
L974
L97s
L97 6
L977
L97 8
L979
19 B0
t9 81
L982
1983

LgL.72
190. 50
1_90. 16
Lgs .69
205.02
204.38
201. 80
183.10
156 .00
Ls3.72
160.57
159 . 65
178 . 31
L77 .L3
L86.44
183.61
170. 90
170. 53
184. 18
186.03
L6s.99
188.40
L84.37
L96.94
186 .0s
L83.26
l-93. 33
206.20
213 . B0
2I9.97
227.36
234.72

5. s0
5.47
5.36
4.L9
4.00
4.35
4 .6L
2.6L
L.22
1.33
1.89
3.49
4.57
5. 50
s.92
s. 90
5.58
5.03
5.10
6.L9
6 .59
6. s0
6.39
6.23
6.L2
6 .08
6.37
7 .95
9.39
9.73

10.41
11. 01

0. 69
0.79
0.76
0.68
0. B3
0. 91
1.01
l. 3s
1. 18
0.53
0. 63
0. 66
0. 71
0. 84
0.92
0.93
0.73
0. B7
0.96
1. 07
1. 19
1. 11
L.24
L.2L
1. s3
t_. 60
1. 68
2.Os
2.43
3.23
3.9s
4.59

-)ruan-

57 .0b
60.6
64. lb
68.5
72.gb
72.9b
72.9
67 .0
61.0
55.0
s8 .1
81. 1
94.2

lot.zb
107 .8
108 .4
109 .0
109.6
110.1
110.6
ll1. 1
111. 6
112. I
LL2.6
113. lb
L23.4
133.6b
160. 2b
191. 3b
223.4b
27o.Lb
309 . Bb

-----kilograns

aDepartmenE of commerce and Price, State staËistical Bureau.
Statistical Data of China's Commerce and prices,
House , B.eij ing, 1984.

Statistical Publishing

bnãp"Itment of Agricultural statistÍ-cs, state statistical
Great Changes in Rural Life in Our Councry, Scatistical PublishÍng
Beij ing , 1984.

Bureau.
House,

N.B. AII other income figures are projected by chis study. IE is assumed
that the income ín 1958 Ís the same as in 1957. The 55 yuan per capita
income of 1961 is assumed given that the gross value product of agriculture
had reached a record low in Lhat yeay- -45.1 billion yuan against 46.1
billion in L952 and per capita income in 1952 v¡as 57 yuan. Other missing
values are derived from interpolation using the adjacent two figures.
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TabLe 24

Regression Coefficients of Rural Consurnption Models

DLIR2Fa2ala0Model

Food Grain

Meat

Spirits

42.72
(2.02)

0. 16
(0.46 )

-0.30
(-4.L7)

0. 108
(2 . Be>

0.013
(3.42)

0.005
(3.63)

0.7I2
(s.6s)

0.7L9
(6.s2)

0.849
(7 .44)

49 .3 0. 78 L.77

161.8 0.92 L.O2

434.L 0 .97 L.7 6

(Figures in parentheses are t-ratios.)

Source: Estimated

but, as income increased in both areas, rural residents now consume

more food grain than urban people. The percentage change in meaE

eonsumption in the rural area may be higher than that in the urban area

but the gap is even greater in absolute value than it ¡,¡as in the 1950,s

and 1960's.

The difference between the consumption patterns in rural and urban

areas may be partly attributed to different lÍfestyles. However, it is

also largely due to different i.ncome levels . Therefore, r.¡hen these

consumpLion models are used to project china's grain consumption into

the future, the different consumption patterns and the differenc income

levels ín both urban and rural areas should be considered.
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5.3. Other Uses of Grain

Besides human consumption, grain has many other uses. In a

broader sense, these uses are also a part of grain consumpËion claimed

by grain reproduction or production in other sectors.

Among these use categories, seeds have by far the largest share.

Seed requirement is determined by solJTr area, crop components and

Èechnology. Unfortunately, there are no data available on seed usage

so rtre do not know the actual quantity of seed used per hectare.

However, some standards of seed usage can be found in technical

handbooks. One of these handbooks, which is of the highesL authority,

gives the standards of seed usage in recent y""r".69 Following are

some examples:

Table 25

Seed Requirements in China
1980' s

Rice Lrheat Barley Corn Sorghum Soybean

- - - - -kilograms/hectare -

L50-22s 180 - 260 L80-225 23-40 Ls-23 60 - 105

Source: See footnote 69.

69Handbook of Agro-Technological Economics Editing Committee,
Handbook of Agro-Technological Economics, Agricultural Publishing
House, Beijing, l9B3.
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Aceording üo these norms, seeds claim about 18 mmt yearly at the

present time, and. this accounts for about 4.5 percent of total grain

production. The quantity of seed requirernent in future years is likely

to decline as the grain sor¡T¡. area continues to decrease. If there are

no major changes in teehníques, the above norms are 1ikely to be in

effect in the foreseeable future.

Grain used as indusLrial inputs was about 2.1 rnmt in 1980 and is

expected to increase to 4.2 mmt by the year 1990, according to a study

by the Ministry of commerce. As there are no actual data, and the

quantity is not very large, the yearly increase in industrial uses of

grains ís simply taken as 0.2 mmt.

As mentioned earlier, the security of graLn supply ís a very

important component of government policy. Thus, iÈ will be the goal of

the government to mainËain grain stocks at a certain level and to allow

sËocks to increase with increases in the grain supply.

According to a study by the Mínistry of conmerce, it wilr be

desirable to keep grain stocks at the level such Lhat the stored

quantity is equal to eight months' supply by the end of March. As each

new harvest begins in late May or early June, it means that net stocks

by the government will ideally be kept ar the level equar to a half

year's supply.

rn practice, the actual stocks cannoÈ be kept at this desired

level due to fluctuations in output and, to some extent, due to

fluctuations of consumption and international trade. There are no data

available on existing grain sLocks. In this study, stock levels are
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estimated for the period Lg52-83.70 Based on available evÍ.dence, graÍn

stocks were buirt up during the l-950,s and dropped to almost zero Ín

L96L. Then they vrere rebuilt during the late Lg6O,s and Lg7O,s r+rith

some fluctuation from year-to-year. After a big jutnp in 19g3, the

level of grain stocks seems to have reached the desired. quant,ity (55.5

nnt of stocks against 98.6 nmt of total government grain sales). As

grain production in l-984 was 20 mmt above that in 1983 and the net

imports in l9B4 were only 3 mmt less than they had been in 19g2, the

stocks might have added another 10 to 15 nnt. However, as grain

product.ion dropped by 28 mmt in 1985, the quantity of stocks may well

be lower than in 1983. As they are still r{iËhin the desired range,

grain stocks are not likely to be increased substantially. A further

increase in grain stocks is only expected to be associated with

increases in goverrunent grain supply.

Besides the state grain stocks discussed above, there are

certainly some farmer-held stocks. This component of grain stocks v¡ill

not to be discussed here because of the lack of reliable data. In many

areas farmers have no grain reserves at all. Even in the grain surplus

areas, the private grain stocks rnight not exceed one month, s

consumption. Also, in these areas, as farmers have easy access to

grain markets, the private stocks may not increase in the future. All

other types of grain usage are Ígnored in this study because the

quantities are small and no data are available.

70S.. Table 26.
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Table 26

Estimated State Grain SEocks

Year Purchasesa salesa t*l::rrb Lossesc
Changes ,in
Stocksa Stockse

-----rnilIion meËric tons

L952
1953
]-9s4
1955
19s6
L957
19sB
19s9
1960
1961
L962
1963
L964
196s
L966
L967
1968
L969
L970
L97L
L972
L973
L974
L975
I97 6
L977
L978
L979
1_980

1981
L982
1983

31.01
37.LL
49.8L
46.34
39.L2
45.44
51. B3
64.L2
46.s4
34.44
32.L8
36.s7
39 .90
39.22
4L.42
43.38
40.4L
38 .45
46.49
43.83
38 .54
48.4L
46.89
52.62
49.Ls
47.67
s0. 73
57 .57
s7 .07
63.24
72.09
96.74

23.39
30. 66
39. 80
39. s9
40. 91
4L.44
48.I4
52.57
55.79
44.23
36.06
36.04
40.26
4L.64
40.7L
40.L7
38.59
4L.70
40.85
43.52
45.84
47.8L
46.5I
49.73
52.50
54.9s
54.78
57.44
63.88
7L.06
77 .9s
80. 36

6.67
4.74
8.94
4.56

-6.22
1.39

-0.07
7 .46

-Ls.67
-8.74
-1.95
3.77
2. 80

-0.58
2.6s
3.81
2.57

-3.91
8.42

-0.77
-8.74
2.77
2.83
2.48

-5.08
-4.87
0. 19
8.86
1. 50
1. 89
s.36

28.40

6 .67
11.41
20.35
24.8L
18.69
20.08
20.0L
27.47
l_1.80

3 .06
1.11-
4. 8B
7 .68
7. 10
9 .75

13.56
16. 13
L2.22
20.64
L9.87
11. 13
13.90
L6.73
L9.2L
14. 13
9.26
9.4s

18.31
19.81
2L.70
27 .06
55.46

-1.86 0.76
-2.22 0. 91
-2.06 L.2L
-2.54 1.13
-3.08 0.96
-2.38 1. 11
-3.30 I.27
-s .07 1. s6
-3.2s 1.14
4.L6 0.96
3.66 0.88
4.L3 1.01
4.35 1. 11
3 .46 1.09
2.92 1. 1-4

1.0s 1.1s
L.43 1. 08
1.06 1.01
2.78 L.24

-0.02 1. 13
1. 19 1.03
3.38 L.34
3.68 1.31
0 .32 1. 36
o .22 L.zL
5 .32 1. 31
6 .54 1 .41

10.35 1.65
LL.46 1. 66
L3 .27 l. 84
14. s9 2 .08
11.0s 2.63

aDepartment of Commerce and Price, State Statistic Bureau.Statistical Data of China's Commerce and Prices, Statistical publishing
House, Beijing, L9B4 (in processed form).

oAdopted from Table 2, this study.
cAssumed a loss of 2 percenL of totar serring to the state.dttt. ¿ifference betv¡eàn State purchase and sale, converted into

unprocessed form, plus net import.
eAccumulated changes in stock in current year and all previous

years.
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5.4. Grain Balance Sheets For The Earlv 1980's

As mentioned earlier, many food balance sheets have been

construcËed by dífferent authors. In this section, a graLn balance

sheet will be constructed for China ín the early 1980's. Human

consurnption data are adopted from Statistical Data of China's Commerce

and Prices. For direct eonsumption, an 82 percent rnilling rate is used

to convert the figures into unprocessed form. For meat consumption, a

4:L conversion ratio of feed to meat is used to estimate feed grain

consumption. For spirits, a 93 percent grain to spirits rate is

applied, which !¡as the actual r.ate in 1980. OËher grain uses are

estimated, based on the discussion in the prewious secLion. Losses in

storage, transportation and processing by the state are considered.Tl

labLe 27

Estimated Domestic Grain UUilization

Year Consumption Seed
Industrial

Uses
Stock
Change Losses Total

----million metric tons-

1981
L982
19 B3

316 . /+

332.4
347 .3

18.1
L7 .8
l-8 .1

2.3
2.5
2.7

1.9
5.4
28.4

1.8
2.L
2.6

340.4
360.1
398.8

Source: Estimated. See contents of this section and the previous one
for details.

Table 28.
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Table 28

EsLimated Grain Balance Sheet

Year 0utput NeL Imports UËilization Difference

- - - -million metric tons-

l_981 325.0
L982 3s4.s
1983 387.3

13.3
T4.6
1r. 1

340.4
360 .1
398.8

-1.8
9.0

-0 .4

Source: Output: China's Statistical Yearbook; Net Imports: Table 2;
Utilization: TabLe 27.

The sum of output and net imports is the estimated total supply,

and the utilÍzation is expected to be about equal Ëo total supply.

However, as there are many items excluded from the model, errors can be

expected. For example, the total utilization is underestimated because

feed grain used for exported.meat, nonpork meat, eggs, nilk, ecc., is

not included. On the contrary, by-products from food processing used

as feed are not subtracted from the feed requirement, and this may lead

to an overestimation of feed demand. Besides feed, changes in priwate

stocks are also a factor in total grain utilization which are not

considered here. Its quantity may tend to increase as peasants have

more grain, but it may tend to decrease as peasants can nor^r easily buy

or sell grain in the free market. Furthermore, the assumed feed:meat

conversion ratio may not be exactly as it appears. Although the total

utilization of grain is subj ect co errors, the results indícate that

the errors are quite small, only about 1 percent of the total grain

utilization on average.
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The small differences betr.¡een the est.imated grain utilization and

the actual grain supply in 1981--83 indicate that the overall ¡nodel fits

the data quite well. It is shor,¡n in Table 27 and Table 28 that when

various consumption figures are summed, the results are very close to

the actual suppry figures in that period. This suggests that the

estimation of China's total grain utilization in this study, including

changes Ín stocks, is quite accurate and hence the underlying

consumption equations are quite reliable in explaining china's grain

consumption behaviour, at least in the given time períod. Therefore,

the projections, which are to be made with these equations, are also

reliable if there are no rnajor structural changes in the near future.

Of course, aoy projection involves errors. Besides the

uncertainty in the future, there aÍe many sources of data errors.

Among the above-mentioned categories, the calculation of feed

requirements is subjecË to the largest degree of error. IL can easily

be underestimated or overestimated. In the three years considered,

opposite factors may have offset one another. rf there are to be no

urajor structural changes, they may continue to offset each other. If

so, these sa:le methods can be used to make projections.
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6. Projections and Trade Implications

6.L. Production Proiectíons

In Chapter 4, production models !¡ere constructed at both national

and regional levels. rn this sectíon, these models are to be used to

project china's grain production into the years 1990, 1995 and.2000.

rn these models, grain sovrrr area is a function of population, and

yield a function of the purchasing priee index. so both the growth

rate of populauion and the grain purehasing price should be projeeted

first. The population growth raËes in the 1980's are listed as follows

in Table 29:

Table 29

Population Growth Rates
1980 - 8s

Year

Growth Rate

1-980

1.19r

1981

1. 38r

L982

L.47?

1983

0. 94r

L984 l_98s

0.97r L.L2*

source: calculated frorn the chinese official year-end population
figures.

Under the current population control policy, the growth rates v¡ere

reduced to belov¡ 1 percent in l9B3 and 1984. However, as people born

during the birth peak in the mid 1960's no\{ are entering their child-

bearing years, an increase in the population growth rate is likely to

be observed in the coming years. Hence, an annual growth rate of 1.25

percent is assumed in this study for the period 1986-90 which is almost
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the same as the target set by the goverrunent in the seventh Five Year

Plan just released (L.24*). Then, the population growth rates are

assumed to be 1-.J- percent for the period 1991--95 and 1 percent for the

period L996-2000. For comparison, high and low population growth rates

are also assumed for the three time periods. High growth rates are

assumed to be 1.3, L.2 and 1.1 percent, respectivery; and low growth

rates, 1.1, 1.0 and 0.9 percenË, respectiwely.

using these assumed growth rates and the l-985 year-end figure,

chinese population in years l-990, 1995 and 2000 are projected and

listed in Table 30.

Tab1e 30

Projected Chinese Population
1990- 2000

Year 1990 199s 2000

PopulatÍon-high
-rnedium
-low

L,LL6 .2
1, 113.5
1,105.2

(nillions )

1,184. I
L,L76.T
1, 161. 6

L,25L.4
L,236.0
L,2L4.B

Source: Estimated.

Wíth these population figures, the grain sowrr areas can be

projected using the empirical model:

A, : zzs.6 - o. tl Pop

deriwed in Chapter 4. The projected grain sor,rn areas in 1990, 1995 and

2000 are listed in Table 31.
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Table 31

Projected Grain Sown Areas
19 90 - 2000

Year 19 90 L9 9s 2000

- - (million hecrares) - - -

Area - high
- medium
- low

107.0
106. 1
10s.8

100. 8

99.2
98.3

95 .0
92 .6
90. 9

Source: Estimated.

Table 31 suggests that the grain sor,rrr area in china is quite

sensitive to the populatíon growth rate. A 0.1 percent dífference in

annual population growth rate will lead to about a 2.5 million hectare

difference in grain sowrr area in the year 2000. Thus, china,s grain

production largely depends on, the success of population control.

To project grain yields into the future, using the production

model, the grain purchasing price must be projected first. As the main

ínstrument of the new agricultural policy, grain purchasing prices have

cont.inuously increased since L979. rf 1952 is taken as the base year,

grain purchasing price indices in recent years and the percentage

changes betv¡een any t\^ro succeeding years are as follows :72

1.)/ ¿Department of Commerce and Prices, Sta
Statistical Data of Chína's Commerce and Prices,
House, Beijing, L984.

te Scatistical Bureau,
Statistical Publishing
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TabLe 32

Index of Grain Purchasing Prices
1978 - B3

Year r978 L979 1980 198l_ ]-982 l-983

Price Index
Percentage Change

2L3.3 278.3 301.7 331.0 343.6 379.0
30. s 8.3 9.7 3.8 10. 3

Source: See footnote 72.

The average annual growth rate of the grain purchasing price is about

L2.2 percent. Even if the big jump ín L979 is excluded, the annual

percentage increase is stiII quite hígh, about 8 percent.

As discussed earlier, the budgetary burdens of food subsidies have

become heavier and heavier and the government cannot continue to

increase grain purchasing prices at this rate. However, an increasing

share of grain marketring is now going through the free market where the

prices axe significantly higher than those set by the government

agency. The actual price received by grain producers is likety to

increase continuously. However, the growth rate may be substantially

belor¡ thaË of the early 1980's. It is reasonable to assume that grain

prices will increase at an annual rate of 5 percenL, as more and more

grain will go through free markets, and the government has taken some

measures to have grain producers subsidízed by the profít from village

industries. Also, a high rate of 6 percent and a 1ow rate of 3 percent

are assumed for comparison. The projected grain price indices are

listed in Table 33.
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Table 33

Projected Grain Price Indices
1990- 2000

Year 1990 L995 2000

Price Indices-high 569.9 762.6 l_,020.5
-medíum 533.3 680.6 868.7
-lo¡,r 466.L 540.4 626.4

Source: Estímated.

These figures in Table 33 are then applied to Ëhe ernpiricar model:

1*r.06+0.06c+0.oo3Pg
as estimated in Chapter 4. The projected grain yields are listed in

Tab1e 34.

Table 34

Proj ected Grain Yields
19 90 - 2000

Year 19 90 L99s 2000

- - - (tonne s /hecxare) - - - -

Yield-high
-medium
- Iow

4.33
/+.22
4.02

5.2L
4.96
4.54

6.28
s.83
s.10

Source: Estimated.
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Table 33 and 34 show that the increase in grain price is essential

for the further increase in grain yields. As Èhe price instrument 1,ras

the rnajor engine of the increase in china's grain yields, to keep it

running at a certain speed is neeessary to maintain the growth rate of

grain yields. rf Ëhe growth rate of the grain price is 6 percent

instead of 5 percent, as will be used in this study, the grain yield

r¡ill be 2.6 percent higher in l-990, 5 percent higher in 1995 and, 7.j

percent higher in 2000. On the contrary, if rhe growrh rate of the

grain price is 3 percent, the grain yiel-d will be t+.7 percent , 8 . 5

percent and 12.5 percent lower in 1990, 1995 and 2000, respectively.

As a I percent difference in yield means 4 rnmt of total grain output,

the importance of keeping prices increasing can never be overestimated.

The combination of three projected area figures and three

proj ected yield figures will give nine output proj ections. For

simplicity, only three scenarios v¡ill be analyzed here. Ihe high

projection of grain outpuc requires low population growth rate and high

1evel of prices. The medium projecLion requires medium growth rates of

both population and price. The low projection requires high population

growth rate and low rate of price increase. The results of the three

scenarios are listed in Table 35:
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Table 35

Projected Grain Production
t_990- 2000

Year 1990 L99s 2000

----(million tons )

463.3
447.7
425.3

metric

525.2
492.O
446.3

s96.6
539.9
463 .6

Production-high
-medium
- lors

Source: Estimated.

The two extreme projections, although considered. unrikely to

happen, indicate how grain production will be influenced. by the

policies concerning population control and grain prices. The medium

projections are considered most probable in this study. These

projections require a yearly.growth rare of 1_.59 percent for 19g4-90,

1.91- percent for 1990-95 and l-.38 percent for 1995-2000, in china,s

grain production. Compared with growth rates in most of the last 35

years, they are quite low and hence are likely to be realized íf there

are no dramatic shifts or reversals in governmenc policy or large scale

disasters.

Based on the sarne assumptions regarding Ehe future growth rates of

population and the grain purchasing price, a similar projection can be

made with the regional models. In our regional models, grain so\{rr area

is a linear function of the population index with Lg79 as the base

year, and grain yierd a linear function of grain purchasing price

index. The projected population indices with L979 as the base year are
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as follows: LL4.2 for 1990, L20.6 for 1995 and L26.7 for 2000. The

projected grain sortrl areas, yields and productions a:'e summarized. in

Table 36 (for simplicity, only uredium projecrions are lisred).

As in the regional production models in chapter 4, the grain yield

is the weighted average of yields within a region. Assuming that the

gro\^rrl sor.rrl areas in different provinces ¡,¡ilI change proportionately

within a region, the weights are averages of grain so\4rn .area shares in

the time perÍod L979-83 (see Table 37).

Compared with the medium projections from the national model, the

regional model suggesus a sharper decline in grain sor,rrr e:re6- and a

higher growth in grain yield. The gap between the tq¡o projecued grain

sowrt areas occurs in the time period 1985-90 and remains constant to

the end of the century. The difference between the tr,¡o projeeted

yields will continue to increase. This rnay be due to the different

functional forms of the two models. rn the nationar model, two

exogenous variables are used in estirnating grain yields. one of the

tr^ro, the time trend, increases at a constant rate and the other, the

price index, at an exponential rate. rn the regional nodel, only the

price index is used so that the growth of yieId, t¡hich increases at an

exponential rate, will be greater.

As a result, the projected grain output for the regional model is

rower at the beginning but higher as time passes compared with the

medium projections in the national model. If more data were available

so that the same structural models could be estimated. at both the

national and regional levels, a more precise comparison courd be

possible. Nevertheless, the projected levels of regional grain
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Table 36

Projected Regional Grain production
19 90 _ 2000

Region
L990

Area Yield Output Area yield Output
L99s 2000

Area Yield Output

Pastoral 8.7L
Spring

I{heat L3.23
I,Iinter

Ilheat 27 .5L
Wheat

Rice 17.50
Double

Rice 2L.83
Southwest

Rice L4.71

Total 103.55

2.25

4.27

3.46

5.37

4.9s

4.s6

4.26

19.60 7.87 2.72

56 .49 L2.78 5.45

9s.18 24.4L 4.11

93.98 L7 .3s 6.46

108.06 20.42 5.74

67 .35 14.06 s.s7

440.66 96.89 5.15

I .07 3.31

L2.34 6.97

2I.46 4.94

Lt .20 8.04

L9.07 6.74

13.39 6.8s

90. s3 6 .34

2L.4L

69 .65

100.23

112 .08

IL7.2L

78.3L

498.99

23.40

86.01

106 .01

L38.29

128.53

9L.72

573.96

Source: Estimated.
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Tab1e 37

Average Share of Sown Area
L979 -83

Pastoral Region

Nei Monggol
Ningxia
Xinj iang
Xí'zang
Qinghai
Gansu

Sorins Ilheat Resion

Heilongj iang
Jilin
Liaoning

I,Iinter Ifheat Region

Beij ing
Tianj in
Shandong
Shanxi
Hebei
Henan
Shaanxi

38.0s
7.08

20.74
1.98
4.08

28.4+,

51.88
25.42
22.8*

1.6r
1.68

24.6*,
10.48
22.0*
27 .3*
12.52

Ilheat Rice Resion

Hubei
Anhui
Jiangsu

Double Rice Resion

Jiangxi
Hunan
Z}lejíang
Guangdong
Guangxi
Fuj Ían
Shanghai

29.9+,
34. 3*
35. B8

l_5 .48
22.52
14.08
21. 3r
L6.22
I .78
1.98

63.18
l-4. 8r
22 -L*,

Southwest Rice Region

Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan

Source: Calculated from China's Aericultural Yearbook, t_980-84.
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outpuc, as mentioned before, can be used co anaLyze the potential

output mix and its trade ímplications.

6.2. Demand Projections

Total domestic demand for grain includes human consumption, seed

requirements, industrial uses and the reserve in stock requirements.

Consumption models in Chapter 5 have been est.imated for boch urban and.

rural residents. To project the quantity of human consumption into the

future, the growth rate of personal income must be assumed. The income

growth rates of urban and rural resídents in recenL years are

summarized in Table 38.

Table 38

Growth Rate of Personal Income
Lgl 8-83

L978-79 1979-80 1980-81 L98L-82 l-982-83 Average

-----percent--

Urban
Rural

10.28
t_9. 91

L7.07
L9.4L

2.81
L6.78

4.22
20.90

4.s4
Lt+.70

7.66
18.32

Source: Calculated from Tables 21 and 23.

These rates tend to decline in the early 1980's. For rural

residents, they are 14.59 percent and 11.83 percent for 1983-84 and

1984-85, respectively. In the seventh Five-Year Plan, they are seÈ at

7 percent and 4 percent for rural and urban residents, respectively.

In this study, they are assumed to be 5 percent per year for rural
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residents and 3 percent for urban residents for the time period 1984-

2000.

The direct human consumption of food grain cannot increase

infinitely. After reaching a certain poinr iü \,¡i11 srabilize. rf mear

and other food consumption continues to increase, direct grain

consumption may even decline. In this study, the upper bound is

assumed to be 250 kg per year for urban residents and 260 kg per year

for rural resídents (in processed form). Then, the projected human

consumption demand for grain, derived from equation (8) in chapter 5,

is listed in Tables 39 and 40.

In order to estimate the total demand for grain in the future, the

ratio of urban to rural residents must be projected. This ratio was

19.4:80.6 in 1980, 20.2:79.8 in l-981-, 20.8:79.2 in L982, 23.5:76.5 in

1983 and 31.9:68.L ín 1984. The large increase in 1984 is due ro rhe

change in the staËus of people in small towns, thus further increases

may be much smaller than it v¡as in 1984. rn this study, the ratio of

urban to rural population is assumed Lo be 35:65 in L990,37.5:62.5 in

1985 and 40:60 in 2000.

As in Ëhe previous secLion, three scenarios of population growth

rates are assumed: high, 1.3 percent. for 1985-90, L.2 percent for

1990-95, and 1.1 percent for 1995-2000; medium, 1.25 percenr for l-985-

90, l.l percent for 1-990-95, and I percent for 1995-2000; and low, 1.1

percent for 1985-90, I percent for 1990-95, and 0.9 percent for 1995-

2000. Based on these assumptions, the projected total consumpLion

demand for grain ís estimated and is reported in Table 41.
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Table 39

Projected Rural Consumption Demand for Grain
L984-2000

Year Food Grain Meat Spirits Total Graina

- - (kilograms per capira)

1984
198s
1986
L987
1988
L989
1990
t99L
T992
L993
L994
19 95
L996
L997
1998
L999
2000

239.s3
244.s3
249.73
2s5.L7
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00
260.00

11.94
L2.80
L3 .62
].4.43
Ls.24
L6.07
16.91
L7 .79
18. 70
19.65
20 .64
2L.68
22.77
23.9L
25.LL
26.37
27.69

s.33
s .04
6.7s
7.42
8.10
8.79
9.48

10. 19
10. 90
LL.64
L2.4L
L3.20
14.01
L4.86
L5.7s
L6 .67
L7 .63

344.83
355 .02
36s.30
375 . 80
38s. s7
389.53
393 . 53
397.7L
402.0L
406 . s0
4LL.L7
4L6.07
42L.L8
426.s3
432.L6
438 .06
444.23

aTtre figures for total grain demand is expressed in unprocessed
forn by apprying an 82 percent mílling rate to food grain, a 4:1 feed
to meat ratio and a 0.97 :1- spirits to grain ratio and then suurming them
up.

Source: Estimated.
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Table 40

Projected Urban Consumption Demand for Grain
1984- 2000

Year Food Grain Meat Spirits Total Graina

--(kilograms per capita)

t984
1985
L986
L987
1988
19 89
1990
L99L
t992
L993
L994
L99s
L996
L997
L99B
L999
2000

223.49
225.27
227.05
228.82
230.62
232./+3
234.28
236.16
238.09
240.06
242.08
204.16
246.29
248.49
2s0.00
2s0.00
250.00

18.60
19 .19
L9.76
20.37
20.99
2L.63
22.29
22.97
23 .67
24.38
25.L2
2s .88
26.66
27 .47
28. 30
29.ts
30.03

11. 70
L2.42
L3.L7
]-3.97
L4.87
1s.69
L6 .62
17 .59
18.61
L9 .69
20.81
2L.99
23.22
2t+.5L
25.86
27 .26
28.73

357.83
362.9s
368. t8
373.s2
378.98
384.56
390.32
396.24
402.34
408. s9
4l-5 .0s
42L.73
¿+28.59
43s.7t
442.L3
446.83
45L.7L

aThe figures for total graf-n demand is expressed in unprocessed.
form, by applying an 82 percenc nilling rate to food grain, a 4:l feed
to meat ratio and a 0.97 : I spirits to grain ratio and then surnming thern
up.

Source: Estimated.
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Table 41

Proj ected Total ConsumpËion Demand for Grain
19 90 - 2000

Year Scenario Population Average Consumptiona Total Demand

19 90

L99s

2000

high
medium
low

high
medium
low

high
medium
lov¡

-million- -

L,LL6 .2
l_, 1l_3 . 5
L,1,05.2

l_, 184. 8

L,L76.L
1, 161. 6

L,25L.4
L,236 .O
L,2L4.8

- - -kg/capi-xa-

392./+L
392.4L
392.4L

4LB.L9
418.19
4L8.L9

447 .22
447.22
4I+7 -22

- - - -mmt-

438.0
436.9
433.7

495.5
49L.8
48s.8

s59 .7
5s2.8
543.3

ai,Ieighted by urban:rural population raËio.

Source: Estimated.

Assuming lhat seed requirements will decrease proportionately with

Lhe grain sowrl area predicted by the national model, the projected seed

requirement is 16.8 million metric tons for 1990, 15.7 million metric

tons for 1995 and 14.7 million metric tons for 2000.

As the total quantity of grain for industrial uses is quite small,

any reasonable assumption about íts increase will not significantly

influence the projection of total grain demand. Thus, for simplícity

it is assumed that it will increase at the present rate, about 0.2 mmt

per year. Hence, iL is assumed to be 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2 mmt in 1990,

1995 and 2000, respectívely.
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As discussed above, the government grain reserves are estí.mated at

the presenË government desired level. For the remainder of the

century, they may not increase dramatically as luore and more grain will

be market,ed through free markets. Also, the private stocks may not

increase significantly as peasants are gaining easier access to open

markets. However, for food security reasons, the stocks may continue

to increase at a moderate rate. Hence, the íncrease is assumed co be 3

nmt per year so thac the total grain reserves will reach 100 nmL by the

end of the century.

I,Iith all major components having been projected, a domestic grain

balance sheet can be constructed as in Tab1e 42. The first scenario

assunes a high rate of increase in grain prices (6 percent yearly) and

a low population growtsh rate (1.1 percent for l-985-90, I percent for

1990-95 and 0.9 percent for 1995-2000). rt suggesrs rhar if rhese

requirements can be met, china's grain production will be in surplus

and the surplus v¡ill continue Ëo increase in the 1990rs. Howewer, as

discussed earlier, these growth rates are unllkely to be reached

because the goverrunenË cannot afford the huge subsid.y burdens and this

population growth raue is quite low.

The third scenario indicates that there wíll be a serious shortage

of grain in china if the prices increase at only 3 percent per year and

the population increases at a relatively high rate. rf these

assumptions are accepted, the shortage in china's domestic grain supply

will be 36.7 mmt in 1990 and it will increase to 70 mmt in 1995 and

1-1-9.7 mmt in 2000. These results v¡ould undoubtedly be unacceptable
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TabLe 42

Projected Domestic Grain Balance Sheet
1990 - 2000

Con-
Scenario Year Output sumpËion

Industrial
Seed Uses

Changes
in Stocks Deficit

2b

--nillion metric tons-

1990 463 .3 433 .7 L6 .9 4.2 3 _ s . s
199s szs .2 48s . 8 l_6 .0 s .2 3 -L5 .2
2000 s96.6 s43.3 1s.1 6.2 3 -29 .O

1990 447 .7 436.9 16.8 4.2 3 L3.2
L995 492.0 49L.8 L5 .7 5 .2 3 23 .7
2000 539 . 9 ss2.8 L4.7 6 .2 3 36. B

1990 425 .3 438 .0 16 .8 4.2 3 36 .7
1995 446 .3 495 .5 ls . 6 5 .2 3 70.0
2000 463 .6 s59 .7 L4.4 6 .2 3 LLg .7

aHigh rate of increase in grain purchasing prices and 1ow
growth rate for population.

bM.di,u growth rates for boch population and grain prices.
clo¡v rate of increase ín grain purchasing prices and a high

rate for population growth.

Source: Estimated.

to the Chinese governmenE and necessary measures would presumably be

taken to prevent them from happening. Nevertheless, they indicate the

sensitivity of our results to the price of grain and the rate of

population growth.

The decline of China's grain production in l-985 was partly due to

the lack of any further increase in grain prices. There \{as no

increase in the average prices paid by state agencies in 1985 and the

la

3c
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unified "contracted price" initiated in the same year was lower Ëhan

the former above-quota price. As a result, farmers receÍved. lower

marginal prices in 1985 than in the previous few years and there was a

lack of incentives to increase grain production further. Consequently,

the government announced a plan to permit farmers to sell more grain in

the free markets and for them Èo obtain subsidies from village

industries. These measures may ensure grain producers will receive

higher grain prices ín the coming years.

The second scenarÍo, which is considered most probable, assumes

nedium increases in both grain prices and the population. It suggests

Lhat if grain prices increase at 5 pereent yearly and the population

increases at L.25 percent for 1985-90, 1.1 percent for 1990-95 and I

percent for l-995-2000, China's grain supply will still be short. The

shortage is projected to be 13.2 mmt in 1990,23.7 mmr in 1995 and.36.8

mmt in 2000.

For many reasons, the Chinese government r,¡ould like to reach a

level of self-sufficiency in grain. However, under current

circumsËances, grain self-sufficiency is not likely to be reached in

the L990' s if no major technological development ís made in the near

future. The important question ís, how large will the shortage in

China's grain supply wíll be. In this scudy, it is believed rhar rhe

annual shortage will be l-3 to 25 mmÈ in most of Ëhe 1990's, given

current technology.

6.3. Trade Implications

As discussed in the previous section, China's domestic grain

supply is projected to be in deficit ín the 1990's. Under current
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policy, the deficit in grain supply is likely to be solved with imports

rather than through restrictíons on consumption if the deficit is not

too large.

Based on the second scenario in Table 42, which is considered most

probable, the annual deficit will be 15 to 25 mmt during most of the

l-990's. A Large parts of chis deficit may be reduced v¡ith imports.

Past experience indicates that 10 to 15 mmt of grain imports are not in

conflíct with the government's policy towards grain self-sufficiency

and are !¡iËhin China's capabllity in terms of transportation and.

balance of pa¡rments. Therefore, if the total demand increases in the

1990's and transportation and balance of pa¡rments are improved, more

grain imports are possible.

The components of china's grain Ímports may well change in the

future. Table 39 and 40 clearly indicate that further increases in

grain consumption will come urainly from increased feed requirements.

The increase in feed demand is about three mmt per year, whieh rnay

exceed the increases in coarse grain production.

As mentioned previously, the regional models tend to overesLimate

grain yields in uhe future. However, they may be used to analyze the

relative share of each region's grain productionT3 arrd the grain output

mix in the future.

73suu Table 43.
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Table 43

Projected Grain Output Shares, by Regions
l_9 90 - 2000

Region 19 90 199s 2000
L979 -83
Average

-----percent--

PasËoral

Spring llheat
I{inter l{heat

Ilheat Rice

Double Rice

Southwest Rice

4.45

t2.82
2L.60

2L.33

24.s2

1s.28

4.29

L3.97

20.09

22.47

23.49

15.69

4.08

L4.99

L8.47

24.09

22.39

ls.98

4.79

L0.64

24.58

18 .14

27 .O8

L4.77

Source: Esüimaüed.

Table 43 suggests that the relative share of grain production will

increase in spring wheat and l¡heaL rice regions but decrease in winter

wheat and double rice regions with only small changes in pastoral and

southwest regions. If the grain output mix were kept at the 1979-83

levels for each region, the national rice productÍon would be 192.5,

2LL.6 and 233.2 mmt in 1990, 1995 and 2000, respectively. Also, wheat

production would be 83.7, 91.0 and 98.3 mnt in the same years. (Using

the production figures in scenario 2 in Table 2, output shares in Table

3, and the average output mix for each region in L979-83 period

calculated from China's Asricultural Yearbook. 1980-84.

After deduccing seed requirements, the total quantity of rice and

r^rheat production will meet 76.6 percent of the toEal food grain demand

in 1990,78.9 percent in 1995 and 82 percent in 2000. In xL'e 1979-84
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period, it onry met 76.3 percent of total food grain consumption.

Therefore, the import demand for food grain may decline in the future

if the food grain consumption structure does not change too much during

the remainder of the century.

Furthermore, as pointed out earlier, wheat producEion increased.

much faster than toÈal grain production during the 1979-83 period, g.5

Percent versus 4.0 percent. If this trend will continues to the end of

the century, wheaÈ wíII have a larger share of total grain output. The

imporÈ demand for food grain, or more precísely that for wheat wlrl

then decline. Future grain Ímports v¡i1l most likely be feed grains.

Generally speaking, coarse grains do noÈ have a yield. advantage in

China and Chinese agriculturalists have paid less attention to coarse

grains. Thus, coarse grain are not expected to have a yield advantage

in the near future. trlhen the world market price is in favour of

import.ing coarse grains, a shifc from inporting l¡heat to irnporting

coarse grains is quite possible.

The l,Iorld Bank made projections of china,s grain trade into the

year 2000. They suggested that by the year 2000 China's excess demand

for feed grain would be 45 to 60 mmt while her rice production would be

30 mmt in surplus annually and this imbalance would be solved through

international trade.74 They went on to suggest ËhaÈ china might not be

able to export so large a quantity of rice as the total international-

market only absorbed L2 trunt of rice yearLy in the early l-980,s.

74fln" i^Iorld Bank, China: Long-Term Issues and Options, Report No.
5206-CHA, and Chína: Long-Term Development Issues and Options, 1985
(Main ReporLs and Annex B's).
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Therefore, there would presumably be some acreage shift from rice to

other crops.

It is believed in this study that the Chinese may not be willing

to import such a large quantity of feed grain as the world Bank,s

projections suggest. Besides the politicar consideration, such a

quantity of feed grain imports may be beyond china's physical port

capacity. Therefore, if the i.Iorld Bank's projections are correcL, the

Chinese government will probably take measures to encourage the shift

of rice to feed grain production in order to reduce the domestic grain

producÈion imbalance.
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7. Summary

After recovering from the food crisis in the early 1960,s, chinafs

grain production increased at an annual rate of 3.51 percent from 1965

to 1978. This long-run growth rate in grain production eras basically

achieved by increasing yield at an annual rate of 3.44 percent.

Under the current policy which was initiated Ln L979, this long-

run grolrth rate was largely surpassed. During t'ne L979-84 period, the

annual growth rate of grain production was about 4 percent and that of

grain yield was even higher, 6.L percent. The large increase in grain

yield can be attríbuted to the production incentives and hence the

increased efficiency stimulated by the new economic policy. The major

policy instrument is the government's grain purchasing priee.

However, Ëhis increase in grain yield can also be attributed in

part to the yÍeld potenEial previously accumulated but not realized due

to unfavourable policy conditions. This type of yield porential may

have become exhausted. AIso, as the grain price is not likely to

increase as rapidly as ic did in Lhe L979-84 period, the yield growrh

rate may slow down for the remainder of the century. Therefore, grain

output may increase buü at a lower rate as the sowrr area will continue

to decrease.

In this study, the yield growth rate is projected to be 2.63

percent per year for the L9B4-90 period and 3.28 percent for the rest

of the century. Using a national model, the corresponding growth rate

of grain output is then projected to be 1.59 percent for the L9B4-90

period and 1.9 for Ëhe remainder of the century. These projections are

quite conservative. It suggests that the growth rate of yield will
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revert back to the long-run trend of the l-965-79 period. As the yield

in China is high compared with international standards in developing

countries, to keep up the long-run grovrth rate of yield is not an easy

task.

To maintain the required yield growth l-at-e, input usage must

continue to increase. This requirement is likely to be satisfied, but

this is not enough. Grain production in China is still less profitable

than many cash crops or nonfarm production. The price structure must

be reformed further in order to generate incentives for an increase in

grain yield. As the direct governmenË subsidies will probably not

increase significantly, the future price incentives depend on the

success of reforms in the marketing structure. Besides generating a

higher price in the free market, a more efficient market rvill lead to

better resource allocation and lower marketing costs. Thus, a

successful reform of che grain marketing system will encourage higher

grain yields and productíon.

To slow dov¡n the declining rate of grain sowrr &rea is as important

a task as increasing grain yields. The population growth rate has been

substantially reduced and further decreases are unlikely under current

circumstances. Another problem is that, as the nonfarm use of land is

much more profitable than farm usage, the shift of land from farming to

other production activities has been quite substantial, especially in

1985. The grain sovrr. area was reduced by 4.4 rnillion hectares in 1985,

rnuch higher than the projected figures (about one rnillion hectares).

Thus, more restrictive regulations on land use are essential to keep

the grain sown area at an acceptable level. This may slow down overall
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economic growth to some exterÌt. However, if the Chínese are not

willing to import a large guantity of graín, more restrictive

regulation on land utilization is necessary.

The Chinese government has repeatedly claimed that it is not

villing to import a large quantity of grain. There are many reasons

for this policy, such as the security of food supply, the shortage of

foreign exchange, etc. BuÈ as past experience indicates, China will

import a certain amount of grain if necessary. The quantity may well

be as large as 16 mmt per yeat as it. was in L982. However, these

future imporEs will be largely comprised of coarse grains rather than

vheat as in the past. This will allow the Chinese standard of living

to continue to improve.

This study is the first attempt to quantitatively analyze the

impact, of the government policy on China's grain economy. This

approach gives a better understanding of new developments in China's

grain economy since 1979 and provides more precise projections into the

future. The regional models employed ín this study lrere used to

analyze the grain output mix and its implications in international

Ërade. This approach indicates a ne\ü direction in the research area on

Chinese agriculture, and more thorough studies wiII be eonducted in the

future with a variety of regional models when data are available.
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